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HAZARDS AND SAFETY

One of Butte County’s most important roles is to prepare for and respond to
various hazards that threaten human life, property, and environmental integrity.
Hazards are natural or human-caused events or physical conditions that have the
potential to cause fatalities, injuries, property and infrastructure damage,
agricultural losses, damage to the environment, interruption of businesses, or other
types of harm or loss. They range from everyday occupational hazards, including
simply driving to work, to infrequent natural or climate change-related disasters
such as large floods or wildfires.
This chapter addresses hazards that pose the greatest risks to the people and
economy of Butte County to ensure the County and other agencies can mitigate,
prepare for, respond to, and recover from these hazards. These include wildland
and urban fires, floods, and seismic and geologic hazards, especially landslides,
debris flows, and other slope failures. Climate change will likely cause many of the
natural hazards to become more frequent or severe, and therefore other climate
change-related hazards, such as drought and extreme heat, are described in this
chapter. Other sections include hazardous materials, structural hazards and damage
to critical facilities, dam safety, and emergency response.

I.

EMERGENCY PLANNING

Planning for emergencies requires a thorough assessment of existing and potential
hazards and detailed contingency plans so that relevant agencies are prepared to
respond in a timely and comprehensive manner. This section summarizes the
regulatory framework that pertains to emergency planning in Butte County, the
existing County Emergency Plan and Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, inter-agency
coordination policies, and critical facilities.

A. Regulatory Setting
This section briefly summarizes existing State and County regulations that shape
emergency planning and response services in Butte County.
1. State Regulations
Section 65302(g) of the California Government Code requires county General
Plans to include a Safety Element that must include an analysis of seismic, geologic,
flooding, and wildland and urban fire hazards, including mapping of these hazards.
The Safety Element must also address evacuation routes, military installations, peak
load water supply, and minimum road widths and clearances. In 2015, Senate Bill
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379 amended Section 65302(g) of the California Government Code to require
Safety Elements be updated upon the next revision of a hazard mitigation plan
(HMP) to address climate adaptation and resiliency in cities and counties. Section
65302.6 stipulates that counties may adopt a local HMP, which must meet the
standards set forth in the federal Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000. This Act requires
that HMPs include the following:
 an initial earthquake performance evaluation of public facilities that provide
essential services, shelter, and critical governmental functions;
 an inventory of private facilities that are potentially hazardous, including, but
not limited to, multiunit, soft-story, concrete tilt-up, and concrete frame
buildings; and
 a plan to reduce the potential risk to private and governmental facilities in the
event of a disaster.
Other sections of the California Government Code applicable to emergency
planning include Section 65302(g)(5), which requires the Safety Element, upon the
next revision of the Housing Element or HMP, to identify residential
developments in any hazard area that do not have at least two emergency
evacuation routes (Senate Bill 99), and Section 65302.15, which requires the Safety
Element, upon the next revision of the HMP or no less than every eight years, to
identify evacuation routes and their capacity, safety, and viability under a range of
emergency scenarios (Assembly Bill 747).
2. County Regulations
A number of Butte County regulations have bearing on the identification and
prevention of hazards within its area of jurisdiction.
a. Butte County Code
Chapter 8, Emergency Services, of the Butte County Code provides for the
preparation and execution of plans for the protection of persons, the environment,
and property within the County of Butte in the event of an emergency, the
direction of the emergency services organization and the coordination of the
emergency functions of the County of Butte with the Cities of Chico, Oroville,
Gridley, Biggs and the Town of Paradise and all other affected public agencies,
corporations, organizations and private persons within the County of Butte.
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Chapter 20, Article VI, Subdivision Design Standards, lists improvement standards,
such as minimum road widths, fire protection, and utility requirements, for
subdivisions, parcel maps, and site improvements.
Chapter 24-28, Purpose of Special Purpose Zones, contains the Airport (AIR) Air
Zone, which preserves and protects Butte County’s airports by only allowing land
uses and activities that are associated with airport operations, and preventing the
encroachment of incompatible uses.
Chapter 45, Emergency Medical Response, provides regulations of all emergency
medical services to protect the health, safety, and welfare of residents in the county
and ensure competent and adequate care is provided for those in need of
emergency medical services.
Chapter 53, Camp Fire Recovery, allows residents to live on properties in the Camp
Fire area that do not contain fire ash and debris from a qualifying structure
destroyed or damaged by the Camp Fire. This chapter is intended to allow for the
fastest possible transition of residents made homeless or displaced by the Camp
Fire to interim and long-term shelter. This chapter relaxes certain standards in the
Zoning Ordinance to allow for additional temporary housing opportunities outside
of the boundaries of the Camp Fire to meet the urgent need for housing of
displaced people.
Chapter 54, North Complex Fire Recovery, temporarily modifies various Zoning
Ordinance regulations and policies to allow the fastest possible transition of
residents made homeless or displaced by the North Complex Fire to interim and
long-term shelter. This chapter relaxes certain standards in the Zoning Ordinance
to allow for additional temporary housing opportunities outside of the boundaries
of the North Complex Fire to meet the urgent need for housing of displaced
people.
b. County General Plan
Butte County’s General Plan includes a detailed Health and Safety Element, most
recently adopted in 2010, which primarily focuses on noise, flood hazards and dam
inundation, seismic and geologic hazards, fire hazards, hazardous materials,
emergency response and disaster preparedness, and community health. Specific
seismic and geologic topics such as landslide and liquefaction potential, erosion,
expansive soils, and volcanics are addressed in the seismic and geologic hazards
section. The fire hazards section addresses fire risk, fire protection, and evacuation
and access throughout the county.
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c. Local Hazard Mitigation Plan
In October 2019, the County adopted an updated Local Hazard Mitigation Plan
(LHMP), which was multi-jurisdictional in nature and included the following cities,
towns, and agencies:
 City of Biggs
 City of Chico
 City of Gridley
 City of Oroville
 Town of Paradise
 Paradise Irrigation District
 Thermalito Water and Sewer District
 Durham Irrigation District
 North Yuba Water District
 Feather River Recreation and Park District
 Butte County Fire Safe Council
 Lake Oroville Area Public Utility District
 Paradise Recreation and Park District
 South Feather River Water and Power Agency
 Butte County Office of Education (representing Butte County School
Districts)
The Butte County Office of Emergency Management is responsible for the
development and updating of the LHMP to meet federal requirements (Code of
Federal Regulations, Stafford Act Title 44, Chapter 1, Part 201) to be eligible for
certain federal disaster assistance, such as the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) Hazard Mitigation Grant Program, Pre-Disaster Mitigation
Program, and the Flood Mitigation Assistance Program. The LHMP represents a
cooperative effort between the County, incorporated municipalities, and special
districts to document and plan for mitigation of natural and human-caused hazards.
The overall intent of the LHMP is to identify hazards that threaten communities,
determine likely impacts, set mitigation goals, and determine appropriate mitigation
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strategies to be prioritized and implemented. It identifies past and present
mitigation activities and mitigation strategies for the future for each jurisdiction or
agency involved in the LHMP update, as listed above.
d. Butte County Operational Area Emergency Operations Plan (EOP)
The EOP, updated in February 2011, is currently in full force and effect, and serves
as the official emergency organization plan for Butte County. It includes planned
operational functions and the overall responsibilities of each area of the County
with level of service in addressing emergency situations. While emergency services
are administered at the State and County level, they are available to local
jurisdictions as well. The Plan contains the following purpose statement:
“The purpose of the Butte County Emergency Operations Plan (BCEOP)
and its Functional Annexes and Hazard/Threat Specific Appendices is to
provide the basis for a coordinated response before, during and after a
disaster incident affecting the Butte County Operational Area. This plan is
the principal guide for the County’s response to, and management of real or
potential emergencies and disasters occurring within its designated
geographic boundaries.1”
The Plan is designed to focus on potential large-scale disasters, rather than daily
emergencies that are regularly handled by local law enforcement and protection
agencies. The Plan defines the County’s planned response to emergency situations
associated with natural disasters, hazardous materials incidents, and terrorism
defense operations. The Plan is activated by the following alarms or incidents:
 An order of the Butte County Director of Emergency Management
 A state of emergency proclaimed by the Governor
 A proclaimed state-of-war emergency
 A Presidential declaration of a National Emergency
 Upon receipt of an attack warning
 An occurrence of a catastrophic disaster that requires immediate government
response.

1

Butte County Operational Area Emergency Operations Plan, page 14.
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The Plan contains a threat summary for Butte County and includes an analysis of
natural, technological, and human-caused disasters.

B. Inter-agency Coordination and Response
Butte County maintains an Office of Emergency Management (OEM) to
coordinate overall response through the Emergency Operations Center (EOC).
When activated, the EOC provides a central location for responding and
supporting agencies to collaborate response and recovery efforts in order to
provide information and deploy resources effectively and efficiently. Outside of
disaster events, the Butte County OEM supports and coordinates disaster planning,
community preparedness, mitigation, and training.2 OEM works with federal, State,
and local agencies to develop effective emergency response systems within the
county.
The County provides the majority of funding for emergency services through the
General Fund. When a catastrophic event occurs and the County and State declare
a disaster, funding for response, recovery, and future hazard mitigation efforts can
become available through FEMA.
The Butte County EOP states that mutual aid resources will be provided in
accordance with the California Master Mutual Aid Agreement. The Plan calls for
establishing agreements among various jurisdictions in order to prepare a
coordinated response to a proclaimed emergency. The agreements are activated
when a state of emergency is declared, and the assistance occurs as prearranged
among participating agencies.

2 Butte County Office of Emergency Management. 2020. “Office of Emergency
Management”. http://www.buttecounty.net/oem/ accessed February 11, 2021.
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C. Critical Facilities
Critical facilities can be categorized as follows:3
 Essential Services Facilities: Facilities that provide public safety, emergency
response, emergency medical care, designated emergency shelters,
communications, and government operations services. This also includes
facilities that provide key utility services, such as electricity, natural gas, and
water and wastewater service.
 At Risk Population Facilities: Facilities that provide care and assistance for
children, senior citizens, and persons with disabilities, such as pre-schools,
public and private primary and secondary schools, before and after school care
centers with 12 or more students, daycare centers with 12 or more children,
group homes, and assisted living residential or congregate care facilities with
12 or more residents.
 Hazardous Materials Facilities: Facilities that could, if adversely impacted,
release hazardous material(s) in sufficient amounts during a hazard event that
would create harm to people, the environment, and property.
According to the Butte County LHMP, approximately 112 essential service
facilities, such as the Chico wastewater treatment plant, the Emergency Operations
Center, and emergency animal shelter, as well as 30 schools (at risk population
sites) are located in the unincorporated areas of the county, as shown in Figure 171. A number of these facilities are described in further detail in other chapters of
this report including police and fire stations (see the Public Services chapter) and
public utilities (see the Wastewater, Stormwater, and Solid Waste Chapter and
Energy chapter).

3 Butte County Office of Emergency Management. 2019. Local Hazard Mitigation
Plan
2019,
Chapter
4:
Risk
Assessment.
http://www.buttecounty.net/Portals/19/LHMP/2019/CH4ButteCountyLHMPUpdateCha
pter4RiskAssessment.pdf?ver=2019-11-13-122000-400.
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Source: Butte County, 2021; PlaceWorks, 2021.
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D. Evacuation Planning
Butte County developed evacuation plans and maps for each sub-region of the
county, including Berry Creek, Butte Creek/Butte Valley, Cohasset/Richardson
Springs,
East
Oroville/Bangor/Palermo/Cherokee,
Forbestown/Clipper
Mills/Feather Falls/Robison Mill/Hurleton, Forest Ranch/Butte Meadows,
Paradise/Upper Ridge, and Yankee Hill. Each plan includes a map of key
evacuation routes, advisory language, and preparation tips for community
members. There are also eleven flood evacuation zones in southern and western
portions of the County, with guidance for evacuation routes, public assembly
points, and evacuation centers. These evacuation plans help educate and prepare
residents for emergencies and enables OEM to effectively respond to a disaster
event.

II.

FIRE HAZARDS

The public is exposed to fire-related hazards from two potential sources: structural
fires and wildfires, affecting urban and wildland and wildland-urban interface areas.
The wildland-urban interface (WUI) is considered any developed area where
conditions affecting combustibility of natural and cultivated vegetation, and
structures or infrastructure, allow for the ignition and spread of fire through these
combined fuels.4 This section describes general conditions under which both types
of fires may occur, including factors that may contribute to increased fire hazards
within Butte County and its communities.
This section first describes the regulatory framework which shapes the mitigation
and prevention of both structural fires and wildfire hazards. Following this
discussion is a description of conditions in Butte County which contribute to the
threat of structural fires and wildfires. While most areas of the county are
susceptible to structural fires, the section below will discuss areas most susceptible
to wildfires and factors that worsen wildfire conditions. The section concludes with
a description of the County’s response to fires and wildfire mitigation programs
and projects.

4 Governor’s Office of Planning and Research. 2020. Fire Hazard Planning
Technical Advisory. https://opr.ca.gov/docs/20201109-Draft_Wildfire_TA.pdf.
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A. Regulatory Setting
This section briefly summarizes existing federal, State, and County regulations that
shape fire hazard planning and response services in Butte County.
1. Federal Regulations
In August 2020, a new joint State-federal initiative launched to reduce wildfire
fuels, restore watersheds, and protect habitats to meet climate objectives. Under the
Agreement for Shared Stewardship of California’s Forest and Rangelands, the
federal government will match California’s goal of reducing wildfire risks on
500,000 acres of forest land per year. The federal government (U.S. Forest Service,
National Park Service, Bureau of Land Management, and other agencies) owns
approximately 58 percent of California’s 33 million acres of forested land, including
Plumas and Lassen National Forests in eastern Butte County. With this agreement,
1 million acres of forest and wildland areas will be treated per year to reduce
wildfire risks, which will enable resilient, fire-adapted communities.
2. State Regulations
A number of State regulations have bearing on the mitigation and prevention of
fire hazards in Butte County. These are summarized below.5
a. 2018 California Strategic Fire Plan
The 2018 California Strategic Fire Plan is the State’s roadmap for reducing wildfire
risks throughout the state. This plan lays out CAL FIRE’s efforts to reduce
firefighting costs and property losses, increase firefighter safety, and improve
overall ecosystem health. Objectives to reach these goals include reviewing general
plan safety elements to play a more active role in local planning, integrating
implementation of fire and vegetative fuel management projects consistently with
the priorities of land managers, and conducting needed assessments and actions for
post-fire protection and recovery.
b. California Government Code
Section 65302 of the California Government Code requires county general plans to
include a safety element which must include an assessment of wildland and urban
fire hazards. In 2012, Senate Bill 1241 updated Section 65302 of the California
Government Code to require counties with areas within the state responsibility area

5 Governor’s Office of Planning and Research. 2020. Fire Hazard Planning
Technical Advisory. https://opr.ca.gov/docs/20201109-Draft_Wildfire_TA.pdf.
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(SRA) or very high fire hazard severity zones (VHFHSZs) to address and
incorporate information, policies, and programs regarding wildfire hazards and
risks. Section 65302(g)(3) requires safety elements to identify fire hazard severity
zones, historical data on wildfires, location of land uses within VHFHSZs, and
agencies responsible for fire protection. A set of feasible goals, policies, and actions
is also required to minimize wildfire hazards and facilities within wildfire hazard
areas. Section 65302.5(b) of the California Government Code was also amended to
require draft safety elements to be submitted to the State Board of Forestry and
Fire Protection and every local agency that provides fire protection in the county
for a 90-day review.
In 2015, Senate Bill 379 established Section 65302(g)(4) of the California
Government Code to require that climate change adaptation and resilience be
addressed in safety elements upon the next revision of a LHMP, including a
vulnerability assessment that addresses how climate change will affect existing
natural hazards, such as wildfire.
In 2018, Senate Bill 1035 added Section 65302(g)(6) of the California Government
Code, which requires counties to update the climate adaptation portion of their
safety elements at least every eight years to address updated information, including
fire hazards information that was previously not available.
In 2019, Senate Bill 99 and Assembly Bill 747 updated Section 65302 to require
safety elements to address evacuation-constrained communities and the capacity,
safety, and viability of evacuation routes under different hazard conditions,
including wildfire.
c. Public Resources Code
Section 4290 of the Public Resources Code (PRC) covers Fire Safe Regulations, the
purpose of which is to establish minimum standards for signs identifying streets,
roads, buildings, and private water supply reserves for emergency fire use, as well as
fuel modification standards for fuel breaks and road and driveway standards for
emergency fire equipment access and public evacuations. Section 4290 applies to
land within an SRA or VHFHSZ as defined by Section 4102 of the PRC.
Section 4291 of the PRC requires defensible space standards for all property within
the SRA and all property within a VHFHSZ within a local responsibility area
(LRA). Requirements include 100 feet of vegetation clearance around homes,
removal of dead or dying vegetation, vegetation removal around chimneys and
stovepipes, and updating public access to code requirements.
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d. California Fire Code
The 2019 California Fire Code (Title 24, Part 9 of the California Code of
Regulations) went into effect in January 2020. The 2019 California Fire Code
incorporates the 2018 International Fire Code and establishes standards for
buildings and other structures to reduce the risk of fire damage. The County
regularly adopts the most recent version of the California Fire Code into Chapter
26-1 of the Butte County Code of Ordinances.
e. California Building Code
The California Building Code (CBC), Part 2 of Title 24 of the California Code of
Regulations, identifies design and construction standards for new and significantly
renovated buildings, including those for fire safety. Typical fire safety requirements
of the CBC include the installation of sprinklers in all high-rise buildings and other
facilities; the establishment of fire-resistance standards for fire doors, building
materials, and particular types of construction in high fire hazard severity zones;
requirements for smoke-detection systems; exiting requirements; and the clearance
of debris. Chapter 7A of the CBC, Materials and Methods for Exterior Wildfire
Exposure, prescribes building materials and construction methods for new
buildings in a fire hazard severity zone. Chapter 7A contains requirements for
roofing; attic ventilation; exterior walls; exterior windows and glazing; exterior
doors; decking; protection of underfloor, appendages, and floor projections; and
ancillary structures. The County regularly adopts the most recent version of the
CBC into Chapter 26-1 of the Butte County Code of Ordinances.
3. County Regulations
a. Butte County Code
Chapter 8 of the Butte County Code provides for the preparation and
implementation of plans for the protection of persons, the environment, and
property within the County of Butte in the event of an emergency, and the
direction of the emergency services organization. It also establishes the
coordination of the emergency functions of the County of Butte with the Cities of
Chico, Oroville, Gridley, Biggs and the Town of Paradise and all other affected
public agencies, corporations, organizations, and private persons within the county.
Chapter 38A, titled “Fire Prevention and Protection,” supplements fire prevention
and protection statutes, regulations, and ordinances enacted by the State, the
county, or any other governmental agency having jurisdiction, including but not
limited to Public Resources Code sections 4290 and 4291 (described above). It
includes information on noticing and hearings for fire hazards, fire hazard
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abatement and enforcement, and criminal violations and penalties associated with
fire hazards.
b. Butte County Community Wildfire Protection Plan
In 2010, Butte County adopted the Butte County Community Wildfire Protection
Plan (CWPP), which was most recently updated in 2015. The CWPP addresses prefire strategies to be implemented through a partnership with fire agencies in Butte
County, the Butte County Fire Safe Council, local community groups, and
landowners. Hazard reduction measures include fuels reduction, prescribed
burning, defensible space inspections, fire-resistant building construction standards
enforcement, land use planning, and fire safety education.
The Butte County LHMP also provides hazard mitigation actions to reduce wildfire
risks in the county, as stated above.

B. Structural Fires and Wildfires
This section explains the differences between structural fires and wildfires as well as
the unique mitigation and response techniques that apply to each.
1. Wildfires
The term “wildfire” refers to fires that usually result from the ignition of dry grass,
brush, or timber. Historically, wildfires commonly occurred in areas that are
characterized by steep or heavily vegetated areas, which make suppression of the
fire difficult. More recently, wildfires have been encroaching into more urban areas
within the WUI, threatening homes, businesses, and essential infrastructure. While
wildfires play an important role in the ecology of many natural habitats, as urban
development moves into areas susceptible to wildfire hazards, risks to human safety
and property increase.
WUI conditions often occur when urban development is intermixed with wildland
vegetation, or when pockets of wildland vegetation occur inside developed areas.
The foothill communities of Kelly Ridge, Bangor, Cohasset, Forest Ranch,
Concow, Yankee Hill, Berry Creek, Forbestown, communities on the Upper Ridge,
and the town of Paradise are examples of WUI areas. Fires that occur within WUI
areas are more likely to impact structures and the people depending on the
structures, such as homes, schools, and commercial buildings. Many of the WUI
areas in Butte County also have few access roads, making it difficult to evacuate
and for emergency responders to fight the fire and help residents in these areas.
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Wildfire hazard risks are based on a number of combining factors including fuel
loading (vegetation), topography, and weather conditions such as winds, humidity
and temperature, as well as the proximity of structures and urban development to
fire hazards. Historically, late summer and early fall are the periods of greatest risk
for wildfires, when vegetation is at its driest. Climate change is likely to extend the
wildfire season, as temperatures are projected to stay warm later into fall and
increase earlier in the spring. Droughts may also occur more often, drying out
vegetation, increasing the likelihood of a wildfire sparking. Human activity,
including residential and agricultural burning, mowing of dead grass, electrical
equipment malfunction, careless disposal of cigarettes, campfires, and use of
fireworks can all trigger fires, in addition to natural causes such as lightning strikes.
Figure 17-2 shows fire hazard severity zones in Butte County, using data from the
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE), based on
factors such as fuel load, topography, and weather conditions. According to Table
4-47 of the LHMP, approximately 42 percent of the unincorporated county is
located within a VHFHSZ, 14 percent is located within a high fire hazard severity
zone, and 13 percent is located in a moderate fire hazard severity zone. In total, 69
percent of unincorporated Butte County lies within a fire hazard severity zone,
which does not account for all areas within the WUI.
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The foothills and mountainous areas of the county, extending from Cohasset in the
north to Forbestown in the south, have been designated as either High or Very
High fire hazard severity zones with the majority of the area in the Very High
classification. These portions of Butte County contain homes within areas of
denser vegetation, providing fuel for fires, and steep slopes create challenges for
fire suppression efforts. To the extent that firefighting equipment can access these
areas, it is often on rural, mountain roads that have limited capacity, and some areas
may not contain pressurized fire systems with fire hydrants to help put out
wildfires.
a. Factors Influencing Wildfires
Several factors influence wildfire conditions and facilitate the spread of wildfires,
including topography, fuels, weather conditions, and climate change. Human
actions are also the leading cause of wildfires in California, increasing the risk of
wildfire devastating natural lands and communities. This section describes these
five factors.
i. Weather
The climate in Butte County is generally referred to as “Mediterranean” with hot,
dry summers and cool, wet winters. Cooler summers and cold winters with
snowfall are common in areas of higher elevation. Rainfall throughout the county
occurs mainly between October and April, and ranges between 80 inches per year
in the foothill/mountain areas in eastern Butte County, to less than 18 inches per
year in areas along the Sacramento River in western Butte County. Because the
summer months are generally hot and dry, the risk of wildfires has historically been
greatest in summer and fall. Relative humidity is also an important fire-related
weather factor. As humidity levels drop, the dry air causes vegetation moisture
levels to decrease, thereby increasing the likelihood that plant material will readily
ignite and burn; the risk of wildfire increases when lightning strikes occur during
dry periods.
Wind is a primary weather factor of wildfire behavior. Easterly winds (winds that
blow from the east) are common above 3,500 feet in elevation; average wind
speeds are less than 8 miles per hour. As wind speeds increase, the rate of fire
spread, intensity, and ember spread potential also increases. Gusty and erratic wind
conditions can cause a wildfire to spread irregularly, making it difficult to predict its
path and effectively deploy fire suppression forces. North to northeast winds in the
summer and fall compound the severity of fire conditions, as well as low relative
humidity. The community of Yankee Hill/Concow is especially affected by
northeast winds because the north fork drainage of the Feather River creates a
17‐16
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wind tunnel effect. Northeast winds are especially dangerous because they are
accompanied by low humidity, which can dry out trees and other fuel that may also
be weakened by the winds. This can increase wildfire conditions in the area. Wind
shifts can also occur suddenly due to temperature changes and interactions with
steep slopes or hillsides, causing fires to spread unpredictably.
Fall has historically been one of the most dangerous times for wildfire risk, as
periods of very high temperatures, low humidity, and strong wind increases cause
red flag warnings and extreme fire danger. Wildfires can easily ignite during these
periods, as was the case during the 2018 Camp Fire and 2020 North Complex Fire.
ii. Fuel
A large portion of Butte County is covered by natural vegetation, which provides
fuels such as grass, brush, and timber for wildfires Each type of vegetation
contributes to fire hazard severity to varying degrees. The qualities of vegetation
which directly influence fire risk include fuel type and size, loading, arrangement,
chemical composition, and dead and live fuel moisture, which contributes to the
flammability characteristics of the vegetation.6
Western Butte County is covered in grass fuel types, which include dead grasses
and lead litter. These fuel types react quickly to changes in weather such as low
humidity or high wind speeds. Fire in this area can spread quickly in gusty wind
conditions. Areas between 1,000 feet and 2,000 feet in elevation are dominated by
brush vegetation, which is likely to burn in later summer fires due to low fuel
moisture. These fires can be difficult to control, especially on steep slopes and
during high wind events. The mountainous areas in eastern Butte County are
dominated by timber fuels, which also burn easily in later summer with low fuel
moisture. These fires can become very difficult to control due to steep slopes in
mountainous areas and hot, dry winds.

6 Butte County. 2019. Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, Chapter 4: Risk Assessment.
http://www.buttecounty.net/Portals/19/LHMP/2019/CH4ButteCountyLHMPUpdateCha
pter4RiskAssessment.pdf?ver=2019-11-13-122000-400.
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iii. Topography
Steep terrain or slope plays a key role in the rate and direction in which wildfires
spread since fires will normally burn much faster uphill. When the gradient of a
slope doubles, the rate of spread of a fire will also likely double.7 Much of the
topography in eastern Butte County is carved out by rivers and creeks, creating
deep canyons and very steep slopes in areas along the Feather River watersheds and
moderately steep and brush filled areas within the Butte Creek and Chico Creek
watersheds. Fire suppression in steep areas is complicated by limited accessibility,
and the effectiveness of firefighters and equipment is further hampered by terrain
and the lack of access roads.
iv. Human Actions
Most wildfires are ignited by human action, the result of direct acts of arson,
carelessness, or accidents. Many fires originate in populated areas along roads and
around homes and are often the result of the careless disposal of cigarettes,
mowing of dead grass, electricity equipment malfunction, use of equipment or
burning of debris. Recreation areas with increased human activity that are located
in high or very high fire hazard areas also increase the potential for wildfires to
occur.
v. Climate Change
Climate change is likely to increase temperatures, including creating warmer
temperatures earlier and later in the year, and cause droughts to occur more
frequently, which dry out soils and vegetations. Droughts often kill plants and trees,
which serve as additional fuel for wildfires. These factors are expected to increase
wildfire conditions, creating a risk of more frequent and intense wildfires. Because
wildfires burn the trees and other vegetation that help stabilize a hillside and absorb
water, more areas burned by fire may also lead to an increase in landslides and
floods. Historically, an average of 5,606 acres burned annually in the county. Figure
17-3 shows historic wildfire perimeters in the county. Wildfires are project to
increase to an annual average in the county of 8,562 acres burned by 2050 and an
annual average of 14,132 acres burned by 2100.

7 Butte County. 2019. Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, Chapter 4: Risk Assessment.
http://www.buttecounty.net/Portals/19/LHMP/2019/CH4ButteCountyLHMPUpdateCha
pter4RiskAssessment.pdf?ver=2019-11-13-122000-400.
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b. Secondary Effects of Wildfires
Wildfires are a regular feature of California’s landscape. Some ecosystems are
dependent upon recurrent fire to survive and have adapted to re-establishing
themselves after a fire. This is common in the chaparral and conifer forest
vegetation communities, which typically have a very high wildfire risk. However,
climate change is likely to increase wildfire frequency and intensity above historic
occurrences, which may make it harder for these ecosystems to re-establish
themselves. After a high intensity wildfire, or crown fire, is suppressed, the burn
scar is typically bare of its vegetative cover, which had supported the hillsides and
steeper slopes. The intense heat from the fire can also cause a chemical reaction in
the soil that makes it less porous, and the fire can destroy the root systems of
shrubs and grasses that aid in stabilizing slope material. As a result, rainstorms
increase the possibility of severe landslides and debris flows.
In addition to damaging natural environments, wildfires can injure and cause
fatalities of residents and firefighters, in additional to damaging or destroying
structures and personal property. Wildfires also deplete water reserves, down
power lines, disrupt communication services, and block evacuation routes, which
can isolate communities. Communities such as the Upper Ridge, Concow, Berry
Creek, Feather Falls, Stirling City, and Brush Creek can become isolated if wildfires
block access roads and evacuation routes. Wildfires can also indirectly cause
flooding if flood control facilities become inadequate to handle increases in storm
runoff, sediment, and debris that are likely to be generated from burn scars.
c. Historic Wildfires in Butte County
CAL FIRE maintains a list of historic fires throughout the state. According to
CAL FIRE, Butte County has experienced several large and damaging wildfires in
the eastern portions of the county and in the WUI. Table 17-1 lists historic wildfire
incidents greater than 10,000 acres that have occurred within the county from 1887
to 2020.
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HISTORIC WILDFIRES OVER 10,000 ACRES IN BUTTE COUNTY, 1887 TO 2020

Year

Fire Name

Burned Acres

Cause

1918

N/A

22,232

Miscellaneous

1926

N/A

12,536

Miscellaneous

1927

N/A

27,841

Unknown

1931

N/A

42,078

Miscellaneous

1943

Pine Creek

11,360

Miscellaneous

1951

Milk Ranch

12,979

Miscellaneous

1999

Musty

16,757

Lightning

1999

Doe Mill

10,857

Lightning

2008

BTU Lightning Complex

53,699

Lightning

2008

Humboldt

23,344

Arson

2008

South-Frey

12,402

Lightning

2017

Cascade

16,141

Unknown

2018

Camp Fire

153,336

Powerline

2020

North Complex Fire

318,935

Lightning

Source: CAL FIRE, Fire and Resource Assessment Program. 2020. “California Fire Perimeters – 1887 to
2019”. https://services.arcgis.com/jIL9msH9OI208GCb/arcgis/rest/services/California_Fire_
Perimeters_1878_2019/FeatureServer accessed February 17, 2021.

The largest fires of the recent past were the Camp Fire in 2018 and the North
Complex Fire in 2020, as shown in Figure 17-4. The sections below provide
additional details about these two recent fires.
i. Camp Fire, 2018
In November 2018, Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) notified customers for two
days that it might shut down power due to a forecast of high winds and low
humidity, and a red flag warning issued by the National Weather Service, but
ultimately PG&E did not de-energize the power lines. On Thursday, November 8,
2018, around 6:15 a.m., a power transmission line above Poe Dam near Pulga
malfunctioned and sparked. A fire under power transmission lines near Poe Dam
was reported to CAL FIRE by a PG&E Rock Creek Powerhouse field crew at 6:33
a.m. By 8:00 a.m., the fire entered the Town of Paradise and evacuation orders
were sent out for the Town, the Upper Ridge community, and surrounding areas.
The emergency alert system faltered due to its opt-in nature and the loss of 17 cell
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towers, and the majority of residents in the area did not receive emergency
notifications.
By November 10, the Camp Fire had become the most destructive fire in
California’s history. The fire spread rapidly and firefighter crews were unable to
fully contain the fire until November 25, after rain fell on November 21. While the
majority of damage occurred in the Town of Paradise, several unincorporated
communities and areas were also damaged or destroyed. In the unincorporated
areas of the county, 4,569 structures were completely destroyed, 194 were damaged,
and only 2,402 structures within the fire perimeter remained undamaged.8
In total (including the Town of Paradise), the Camp Fire directly and indirectly
caused 87 fatalities, including three CAL FIRE personnel and 84 residents. The
Camp Fire burned 153,336 acres and destroyed 14,500 structures, including 13,696
single-family homes, 376 multi-family homes, 528 commercial structures, and 4,293
other structures. Approximately 589 additional structures were also damaged. The
fire, by far, killed more people and destroyed more structures than any other fire in
California’s recorded history.9
ii. North Complex Fire, 2020
On Monday, August 17, 2020, a lightning storm hit Plumas National Forest in
Butte and Plumas Counties. The lightning sparked 21 fires in the area, including the
Sheep Fire near Susanville, the Claremont Fire near Claremont Creek just south of
Quincy, and the Bear Fire in the Middle Fork canyon near the Pacific Crest Trail.
On September 5, 2020, the Sheep Fire was declared a separate incident, but strong
winds caused the Bear Fire and Claremont Fire to explode and merge into the
North Complex Fire.10

8 Butte County. 2019. Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, Chapter 4: Risk Assessment.
http://www.buttecounty.net/Portals/19/LHMP/2019/CH4ButteCountyLHMPUpdateCha
pter4RiskAssessment.pdf?ver=2019-11-13-122000-400.
9 Butte County District Attorney, The Camp Fire Public Report: A Summary of
the
Camp
Fire
Investigation,
June
16,
2020,
https://www.buttecounty.net/Portals/30/CFReport/PGE-THE-CAMP-FIRE-PUBLICREPORT.pdf?ver=2020-06-15-190515-977
10 U.S. Forest Service, Plumas National Forest. 2020. North Complex.
https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/6997/, accessed February 18, 2021.
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The communities of Berry Creek, Feather Falls, Clipper Mills, Brush Creek,
Woodleaf, and Forbestown were evacuated with little warning in the afternoon of
September 8 due to the rapidly spreading fire. On September 9, 2020, the fire had
burned through Berry Creek and Feather Falls, leaving few structures untouched by
the flames and the majority of structures completely destroyed. Throughout
September 2020, the winds shifted and strong sustained high winds occurred many
times, causing the fire to move northeast towards Quincy, north towards Bucks
Lake, west towards Concow and the Town of Paradise, south towards Forbestown,
and east towards La Porte and Little Grass Valley. The fire burned for three more
months.11
On December 3, 2020, Plumas National Forest officials announced that the North
Complex Fire was 100-percent contained. The North Complex Fire burned
318,935 acres, including completely destroying the communities of Berry Creek and
Feather Falls. By December 3, the fire had caused 16 fatalities and damaged or
destroyed 2,455 structures within both Butte County and Plumas County. The
North Complex Fire was the sixth largest, the fifth-most destructive, and the fifth
most deadly wildfire in California’s recorded history.12

11

U.S. Forest Service, Plumas National Forest. 2020. North Complex.
https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/6997/, accessed February 18, 2021.
12 U.S. Forest Service, Plumas National Forest. 2020. North Complex.
https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/6997/, accessed February 18, 2021.
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2. Structural Fires
Structures face risks from fires that may start inside the structure as well as those
that may spread from outside, including from wildfires. Structural fires can spread
to other structures or spread into wildfires, causing additional needs for firefighting
resources. Structural fire risks are greatest in older structures and neighborhoods
built before modern building codes for fire safety and building fire suppression
systems were in place. Other factors affecting structural fire risk, potential of loss
of life, or damage to property include building age, height, and use; storage of
flammable material; building construction materials; availability of sprinkler
systems; and proximity to a fire station and hydrants.
There are a number of methods that can be employed to minimize the extent of
damages to structures. The CBC and the California Fire Code provide several
standards to reduce structural fires, such as the establishment of fire-resistance
standards for fire doors, building materials, and particular types of construction in
high fire hazard severity zones; requirements for smoke-detection systems; exiting
requirements; and the clearance of debris. Automatic sprinkler systems are required
in all new homes countywide, a subdivided parcel, and on properties larger three
acres. Public Resource Code 4290/4291, described in Section A above, calls for the
creation of defensible space around structures and requires that properties within
the SRA or VHFHSZ must maintain 100 feet of defensible space around structures
and buildings to protect them from an approaching wildfire and to keep a structural
fire from spreading into additional WUI areas. Other methods include the use of
non-combustible building materials in the construction of new dwellings and
adequate separation or protection of structures to minimize the threat of a
conflagration.

C. Fire Prevention and Response
This section describes the agencies responsible for fire prevention and response
and concludes with an assessment of water supply.
1. Agency Responsibilities
The responsibility for the prevention and suppression of wildfires in Butte County
belongs to the Butte County Fire Department (BCFD), with support from
CAL FIRE and the U.S. Forest Service Plumas National Forest Unit and Lassen
National Forest Unit. BCFD provides fire protection to the unincorporated areas
of Butte County, the Cities of Biggs and Gridley, and the Town of Paradise. The El
Medio Fire Protection District used to provide fire protection services to the
unincorporated area south of Oroville; however, the District stopped operating on
17‐25
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December 25, 2020. The BCFD, in conjunction with the City of Oroville, has
agreed to provide fire protection services within the El Medio Fire Protection
District service area until an official agreement for services is completed. The U.S.
Forest Service provides wildfire prevention and suppression on lands within the
Plumas National Forest and Lassen National Forest. The U.S. Forest Service also
provides firefighters, aircraft, and equipment to help other agencies when
firefighting assistance is needed.
Since 1931, CAL FIRE has provided staffing to the Butte County Fire Department
through an annual cooperative agreement with the County. Under the terms of this
agreement, the County funds CAL FIRE professional command, fire-fighting, and
administrative staff to operate BCFD. Through this arrangement, CAL FIRE and
BCFD function together as a fully consolidated fire protection agency and provide
cost-effective fire protection service for Butte County. Figure 17-5 shows the
Wildfire Responsibility Areas in the County.
a. Service
BCFD provides emergency services to all of Butte County, protecting over 1,600
square miles, several municipalities, and an unincorporated population of
approximately 67,640 residents. BCFD services are provided by 18 career-staffed
fire stations and 16 volunteer fire stations, and include fire control for structural,
vegetation, vehicular and other unwanted fires; emergency medical service,
technical rescue response; hazardous materials response; flood control assistance;
fire prevention and public safety education; fire law enforcement/arson
investigation; and vegetation management. In addition, BCFD operates countywide dispatch services, coordinates major emergency response within the county as
the Office of Emergency Management’s mutual aid coordinator, and provides
training for career and volunteer fire fighters.
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In 2020, CAL FIRE and BCFD’s Emergency Command Center (ECC) processed
12,293 calls for service, more than two thirds of which were for emergencies such
as medical services, traffic collisions, and public assistance.13 BCFD also responded
to 679 fires, of which 273 were vegetation fires.14 In 2020, the BCFD responded 12
times to incidents involving chemicals or other hazardous materials. Other
responses, such as public assists, hazardous conditions, false fire alarms, assists to
other agencies, totaled 2,285 responses.
In addition to fire engine responses, in 2019 the BCFD Fire Center provided
45,490 hours in fuel reduction project work, including controlled burns and fire
crew training. The Fire Prevention Bureau also assisted with 297 law enforcement
incidents and completed 5,156 defensible space inspections across the county.15
b. Automatic Aid Agreements
The BCFD has established automatic aid agreements with other fire protection
agencies to provide optimal fire protection service to the entire county. Mutual aid
agreements require a specific request for help on an incident-by-incident basis,
while automatic aid agreements allow the resources nearest to an emergency
situation to be dispatched on the first alarm regardless of the jurisdiction. BCFD
has automatic aid agreements with all fire-fighting agencies in the county, with the
U.S. Forest Service, Lassen and Plumas National Forests, Hamilton City, Glenn
County, Sutter County, Tehama County, several fire districts in Yuba County, the
City of Chico Fire Department, and the Town of Paradise Fire Department.
Additionally, the BCFD/CAL FIRE ECC provides dispatching services for the
Oroville Fire Department.
c. Volunteer Fire Companies
BCFD is supported by 124 volunteer fire fighters. These volunteers are organized
into 18 local companies and are an integral component of the fire protection
system in Butte County. The volunteer companies are dispatched by the CAL
FIRE/BCFD ECC as needed and make up an essential part of the County fire
13

Gaddie, John, Fire Captain. Communications conducted on Thursday February

14

Gaddie, John, Fire Captain. Communications conducted on Thursday February

25, 2021.
25, 2021.
15 Butte County Fire Department. 2019. Butte County Cooperative Fire
Protection
Annual
Report.
http://www.buttecounty.net/Portals/14/2020%20updates/BTU%20Emergency%20Respo
nse%20Report%202019%20Final%20Final.pdf?ver=2020-06-16-070758-563.
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protection system, often providing the first response to an emergency in the rural
portions of the county that are some distance from a BCFD or CAL FIRE station.
Although the volunteer companies are organized within and supported by the local
communities, they operate as part of the county-wide fire protection system and
receive regular training by the BCFD and CAL FIRE career fire fighters.
Recruitment and retention continue to be a problem within the BCFD volunteer
fire company program. This is not a problem unique to the fire service in Butte
County. Over the past four years, BCFD volunteer numbers have decreased by 17
percent.
The volunteer facilities include shared stations with BCFD, stand-alone stations,
and in a few cases, stations in name only, where the equipment is kept outside. The
volunteer companies and locations of fire stations are listed and shown in Chapter
7, Public Services (see Table 7-1 and Figure 7-2).
d. Organization
BCFD is organized into three divisions. The North Division and the South
Divisions comprise the field operations that provide emergency response within
the county. Additionally, the North and South Divisions are responsible for the
Training and Safety Bureau and the Chico Air Attack Base. The Administrative
Services Division provides dispatch, maintenance, fire prevention, personnel,
finance, and other support services to BCFD.
The North and South Divisions are divided into seven battalions, each of which is
comprised of a mixture of BCFD and CAL FIRE stations and volunteer fire
companies. Within the county there are 18 fire stations staffed with career fire
fighters. The North and South Divisions also include 18 volunteer fire companies
and the Chico Air Attack Base located at the Chico Municipal Airport. The stations
are operated by career-staffed personnel, which include 71 personnel in the
summer and 44 personnel in the winter.16
CAL FIRE and BCFD provide fire suppression services to approximately 1,600
square miles of both unincorporated and incorporated Butte County. As the major
firefighting force in the county, these entities maintain 39 fire stations and support
facilities either fully or cooperatively. CAL FIRE and BCFD also maintain a fleet of

16

Gaddie, John, Fire Captain. Communications conducted on Thursday February

25, 2021.
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firefighting equipment in Butte County, including 51 frontline fire engines, three
aircraft, ten squads/rescues, two bulldozers, 14 water tenders, as well as hazardous
materials units and heavy rescue vehicles.17
CAL FIRE, United States Forest Service (USFS), and the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) have entered into a mutual aid agreement for the purpose of
wildfire protection in Butte County. Such agreements are reciprocal arrangements
in which fire protection agencies share personnel and equipment during emergency
situations. The Plumas National Forest, Lassen National Forest, the cities of Chico,
Gridley, Biggs and Oroville, and the Town of Paradise are all signatories to
automatic aid agreements with both CAL FIRE and BCFD. CAL FIRE and BCFD
are also participants in the State of California Master Mutual Aid agreement. CAL
FIRE also has cooperative agreements with the Cities of Gridley and Biggs for fire
protection.
CAL FIRE has undertaken a program under the California Fire Plan to assess the
fuel conditions, asset vulnerability, weather severity and level of fire protection
services in Butte County. These assessments are performed annually and
documented in CAL FIRE’s Butte Unit Fire Management Plan, which provides the
basis and guidance for the Unit’s fire planning and hazardous fuel reduction efforts.
2. Water Supply
The ability of BCFD to control wildfires and structural fires depends on several
components, one of which is the adequacy and availability of water supply. New
subdivisions and commercial developments are required to install a pressurized
water system with minimum water flows to meet the requirements of the Butte
County Code of Ordinance, Chapter 20, Article VI, Subdivision Design Standards.
This is accomplished through connections to an existing water purveyor or by
establishing a private water source controlled by a County Service Area (CSA).
Access to this water system and the spacing of the fire hydrants is also determined
by Butte County Code of Ordinance, Chapter 20, Article VI, Subdivision Design
Standards.

17 Butte County Fire Department. 2019. Butte County Cooperative Fire
Protection
Annual
Report.
http://www.buttecounty.net/Portals/14/2020%20updates/BTU%20Emergency%20Respo
nse%20Report%202019%20Final%20Final.pdf?ver=2020-06-16-070758-563.
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In areas where no community water system exists, water for fire protection is
furnished by the County’s 14 water tenders which are strategically placed around
the county to supplement the fire engines responding to fires. As the population
continues to grow in the WUI areas, additional water tenders will be required to
keep pace with growth. Water tenders are staffed by citizen volunteer firefighters,
which may limit a rapid response in some cases.
3. Wildfire Mitigation Programs and Projects
The Butte County LHMP, which is updated and implemented through the County
OEM, contains wildfire mitigation actions to help reduce wildfire risk in the
unincorporated areas of the county. Fuel reduction and maintenance projects are
included for the communities on the Upper Ridge, Concow/Yankee Hill, Berry
Creek, Butte Meadows, Cohasset, Forest Ranch, Feather Falls, and Forbestown,
which have all been affected by one or more of the fires listed in Table 17-1. Other
wildfire mitigation projects include eave vent replacement and education projects,
firewise communities and education programs, a fuel reduction chipper program, a
fuel reduction resident assistance program, Camp Fire hazard tree removal,
California Department of Water Resources Fuel Load Management Plan, and
refuge areas for those areas that may be evacuation-constrained.

III.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

A hazardous material is a substance or combination of substances which, because
of its quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics,
may either (1) cause or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality or an
increase in serious, irreversible, or incapacitating irreversible illness; or (2) pose a
substantial present or potential hazard to human or environmental health and
safety when improperly treated, stored, transported, or disposed of. Examples of
hazardous materials include flammable and combustible materials, corrosives,
explosives, oxidizers, poisons, materials that react violently with water, radioactive
materials, and chemicals. Hazardous materials are mainly present because of
industries involving chemical byproducts from manufacturing, petrochemicals, and
hazardous building materials. There are also naturally occurring hazardous materials
in Butte County such as asbestos and heavy metals.
Hazardous waste is the subset of hazardous materials that has been abandoned,
discarded, or recycled and is not properly contained, including contaminated soil or
groundwater with concentrations of chemicals, infectious agents, or toxic elements
sufficiently high to increase human mortality or to destroy the ecological
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environment. If a hazardous material site is unused, and it is obvious there is no
realistic intent to use the site, it is also considered to be a hazardous materials site.

A. Regulatory Setting
1. Federal Laws and Regulations
At the federal level, the chief environmental regulator for California is the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Region IX. The EPA maintains authority
and oversight for cleanup of federal lands and waterways. Much of this authority
and attention paid to hazardous materials and environmental contamination stems
from the Clean Water Act (CWA), which was enacted by Congress in 1972 and
amended several times since inception. It is the primary federal law regulating water
quality in the United States and forms the basis for several State and local laws
throughout the country. Its objective is to reduce or eliminate water pollution in
the nation’s rivers, streams, lakes, and coastal waters. The CWA prescribed the
basic federal laws for regulating discharges of pollutants and set minimum water
quality standards for all waters of the United States.
Other essential hazardous materials regulations at the federal level include the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, as amended by the Hazardous
and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984; the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Action and Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act of 1986; the Emergency Planning Community Right-to-Know
Act; and the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act. Each of these regulates the
management, storage, and transport of hazardous materials, as well as the clean-up
process if a spill were to occur.
2. State Laws and Regulations
California Health and Safety Code Section 25531 incorporates the federal law as it
pertains to hazardous materials. This includes development of a Risk Management
Plan (RMP) for facilities that store or handle acutely hazardous materials in
reportable quantities. California Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 8 requires facility
owners to prepare and implement safety management plans where large quantities
of hazardous materials are handled. The Uniform Fire Code has requirements for
the storage and handling of hazardous materials. Gasoline and propane, including
aboveground and underground storage tanks for petroleum and natural gas fuels,
are a common hazardous material throughout the County.
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In California, regulation of hazardous materials falls under the authority of the
California Environmental Protection Agency. This large agency includes the
California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB), responsible for
oversight of solid waste disposal, and the Department of Toxic Substances Control
(DTSC), which is chiefly responsible for regulation, handling, use, and disposal of
toxic materials in California.18 The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB)
regulates discharge of potentially hazardous materials to waterways and aquifers,
and administers the basin plans for groundwater resources in the various regions of
the State.19 Locally, the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board20
oversees surface and groundwater quality in Butte County. Programs intended to
protect workers from exposure to hazardous materials and from accidental upset
are covered at the federal level under the Occupational Health and Safety
Administration (OSHA) and at the State level through the California Division of
Occupational Safety and Health (CAL/OSHA),21 and the California Department of
Health Services (DHS). Air quality, including regulation of toxic and hazardous air
emissions, is regulated through the California Air Resources Board (ARB), and, on
a local level, the Butte County Air Quality Management District.
Hazardous materials and contaminants are regulated locally by the Butte County
Department of Public Health, Environmental Health Division. The Environmental
Health Division was certified by the California Environmental Protection Agency
as the Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA) for Butte County, effective
February 1, 2005. CUPA programs include the Aboveground Storage Tank
Program, Hazardous Waste Treatment Program, CalARP Program, Underground
Storage Tank Program, Hazardous Materials Release Response Plan Program,
Environmental Investigation Wells, and the Hazardous Waste Program.

California Environmental Protection Agency, 2006, The History of the California
Environmental
Protection
Agency,
Cal
EPA
website,
http://www.calepa.ca.gov/About/History01/dtsc.htm, Accessed March 5, 2007.
19
State Water Resources Control Board, 2006, SWRCB web site
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/ Accessed on March 5, 2007.
20
North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board website;
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/northcoast/ Accessed on March 5, 2007.
21 Division of Occupational Safety and Health, 2006, DOSH website
http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/ Accessed on March 5, 2007.
18
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The Hazardous Materials Program within the Public Health Department is the
County program responsible for overseeing the use, storage, and disposal of
hazardous materials within Butte County. The program’s major oversight
responsibilities include:
 Reviewing, approving, and monitoring Hazardous Material Management
(Business) Plans, as required by State law. These plans are required of all
county businesses, including government agencies that store or handle
hazardous materials in amounts equal to or exceeding 55 gallons, 500 pounds,
or 200 cubic feet of gas (at standard temperature and pressure).
 Monitoring the installation, removal, and leakage of underground and
aboveground petroleum fuel storage tanks.
 Inspecting businesses and reviewing permit conditions and procedures for the

handling, storage, use and disposal of hazardous materials.
Hazardous Materials Release Response Plans are used to keep track of the use of
hazardous materials by businesses in accordance with State and federal laws. This
program is based on the Hazardous Waste Control Law found in the California
Health and Safety Code Division 20, Chapter 6.5, and regulations found in the
California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Division 4.5.22 This program of the CUPA
also regulates the generation, storage, transportation, treatment, and disposal of
hazardous wastes.
In 2006, the Butte County Environmental Health Division launched a program to
identify businesses that may generate or treat hazardous waste. Such businesses
may be identified on the basis of (1) registration with the State Department of
Toxic Substances Control, (2) inclusion in a list of businesses that typically use
hazardous materials, and (3) departmental knowledge of businesses through other
program activities or an allied agency referral.
Additional CUPA program elements include inspection of hazardous waste tanks
and containers and overseeing aboveground hazardous material storage tank
facilities.

22 Code of California Regulations, Title 22, Division 4.5, CCR Title 22 unofficial
website, http://www.dtsc.ca.gov/LawsRegsPolicies/Title22/index.cfm Accessed on March
5, 2007.
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Regulation and permitting of potentially hazardous emissions into the atmosphere
are handled by the Butte County Air Quality Management District (BCAQMD).
The three main enforcement tools applied by the District are the Notice of
Noncompliance (NON), the Notice to Comply (NTC) and the Notice to Apply for
a Permit (NTA). These notices are a formal record of the District's finding that a
violation of the State or federal Clean Air Act or District regulation affecting air
quality has occurred. In most cases, taking corrective action and paying a penalty
can settle a violation. An NON can also involve monetary penalties, civil suits, or
criminal prosecution in failure to respond, repeated violation or serious pollution
cases. Following noticed public hearings, the Governing Board of Directors adopts
the District's rules and regulations, which control emissions from such things as
open burning, incineration, smoke, dust, odors, gasoline, paint, and other sources
of particulate or gaseous emissions.
In addition to the above sources, illegal dumping is a significant contributor to
hazardous waste. Chapter 49 of the Butte County Municipal Code includes a statute
that makes illegal dumping a misdemeanor offense with fines to those found
culpable.

B. Existing Conditions
This section describes the existing conditions and resources pertinent to hazardous
materials use, transport, disposal, and recycling in Butte County. Information is
drawn from records kept by the California Department of Toxic Substances
Control, State Water Resources Control Board, Butte County Environmental
Health Division, and other relevant documents.
1. Hazardous Materials Sites
This section describes documented hazardous materials sites in Butte County.
a. Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC)
A search of the DTSC database of hazardous materials sites23 identified 27 active
sites in Butte County, including four sites with active land use restrictions, five sites
with certified and operation or maintenance status, two sites with an operating
permit, and one site undergoing closure. These sites include areas within
incorporated cities, as they still require permitting by the County Public Health

23 https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/map/?myaddress=Butte+County ,
Accessed on February 19, 2021.
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Department. Of these sites, two are listed as federal superfund sites: Koppers
Industries, located off Baggett-Marysville Road in Oroville, and Western Pacific
Railroad, located south of Oroville.
Victor Industries, a former metal tube and can manufacturing facility, produced
flexible tubes and aerosol cans using lead and aluminum. From 1958 to 1985, the
company used trichloroethylene (TCE) to clean its product-line machinery at the
20th Street and airport sites from as early as 1946 until 1958. In 1984, Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOCs), primarily TCE, were detected in public drinking
supply wells located at the airport. The DTSC issued a Remedial Action Order
(RAO) in January 1989, and an Imminent and Substantial Endangerment (I/SE)
Order was issued in November 1990 to the Responsible Parties (RPs). In 1994, a
soil vapor extraction system (SVE) was installed as an interim remedial measure to
remove soil and groundwater contamination near the source. The SVE system
operated from January 1995 to January 1997 and removed approximately 3,804
pounds of TCE. The SVE system was shut down in 1997 due to low influent
concentrations. In March 1994, a groundwater extraction system was installed to
prevent further migration of the TCE contamination beyond the runway. As a
result of contamination, future site uses such as a daycare facility, school, elder care
facility, nursing home, or hospital are prohibited Groundwater extraction and
treatment is ongoing and the site was be re-evaluated in 2008. The airport site was
removed from the Department of Toxic Substances and Controls list, but the site
on 20th Street is still active.
At the manufacturing facility on 20th Street in Chico, solvent waste was allegedly
dumped on the ground. In 1985, the site was stabilized via a DHS enforcement
action, which resulted in excavating the top six inches of contaminated soil. This
site has been identified as a source of groundwater contamination in the southwest
Chico plume. Nearby municipal wells screened in deep aquifer zones show
detectable concentrations of TCE.
The site formerly owned by Koppers Industries, Inc. is located on a 200-acre parcel
just south of the City of Oroville and 3,000 feet east of the Feather River. The site
was used as a wood treating facility, which ceased operation in 2001 and was the
main source of contamination. The U.S. EPA added the site to the National
Priority List (NPL) in September 1984, and a consent decree for Remedial
Design/Remedial Action became effective on February 7, 1992. Approximately
120,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil were excavated from the site in 1992.
Groundwater was treated through a pump and treat system that was stopped in
December 1995 due to the dramatic reduction in contaminant plume size.
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Remaining levels of contaminants of concern on the property meet industrial
standards for future development, but a zone of contaminated groundwater of
approximately four acres remains. A deed restriction for the site was filed with
Butte County on November 12, 2003.
The Louisiana Pacific (LP) Corporation-Chico facility was also a wood treatment
plant. The approximately 140-acre property has recorded contamination from
formaldehyde, pentachlorophenol (PCP), heavy metals, solvents and fuel oil wastes,
which were released, buried and/or burned on-site. In March 1992, elevated
concentrations of PCP were detected in on-site wells. According to the DTSC,
contamination is limited by current pumping restrictions due to existing TCE
contamination in the vicinity of the subject site. Soil was removed and disposed
off-site in 1992. In 1995, arsenic contaminated soil was excavated, consolidated,
and capped on-site. A groundwater pump-and-treat system was installed and
operated from 1997 to 2003. Groundwater monitoring continues.
Another notable site in Butte County with active restrictions is the Western Pacific
Railroad Co. (WPRR) property, located approximately one mile southwest of the
City of Oroville. The 90-acre site traversed by the railroad has a small groundwater
plume. The main contaminant of concern in the groundwater is chlorinated
compounds, which were detected in an on-site public drinking water supply well in
1986. In 1990, the EPA placed the site on the National Priority List. In 1998,
approximately 1,720 tons of polyaromatic nuclear hydrocarbons were excavated
and disposed off-site. A deed restriction limiting future use to industrial activities
only was recorded in 2001.
Two sites with an active status have been added to the Department of Toxic
Substances and Controls list due to the 2018 Camp Fire and the 2020 North
Complex Fire. The Ridgeview Continuation High School in the Town of Paradise
has an active case as the Paradise School District prepares to build a new
continuation high school at 5944 Maxwell Drive. The other site is Sampson Lode,
which was burned in the 2020 North Complex Fire. This site is in an evaluation
phase to assess contamination levels due to the wildfire.
b. Groundwater Plumes
Groundwater plumes form when contaminated or hazardous materials percolate
down through the soil into the groundwater basin below. Three of the sites listed in
the DTSC database are reported for contributing to groundwater contamination,
especially in the Chico area. Many of these sites are also listed in the State Water
Resources Control Board inventory of underground storage tanks and leaking
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underground fuel tanks.24 Due to the concentration of industry around Chico, there
are two large plumes, the North Central Plume and the Southwest Plume.
The North Central Plume is the largest groundwater plume in the Chico area, with
concentrations of perchloroethylene (PCE) as high as 2,900 parts per billion (ppb).
This plume caused at least two wells to be taken out of service in 1985 and
abandoned by the California Water Service Company in 1990. Monitoring wells
installed by the DTSC in 1988 showed both of the major drinking water aquifers,
the Intermediate Zone Aquifer (IZA) and the deep Zone Aquifer (DZA), were
contaminated with perchloroethylene (PCE). The Shallow Zone Aquifer (SZA) is
also contaminated with PCE but it is not used for drinking water. Potential
migration pathways are leaky sewer lines, dry wells, and general seepage of waste
through unlined landfills or makeshift disposal areas. The DTSC has identified two
dry cleaners as major contributors to the Central Plume: Flair Custom Cleaners and
Esplanade Cleaners. In July 1995, DTSC installed a two-well pump-and-treat
system as an interim remedial measure to provide source control within the aquifer
immediately down-gradient from Flair Custom Cleaners. According to the DTSC,
the system continues to remove significant amounts of PCE from the aquifer and
appears to have been a significant factor in stabilizing the plume. In 2007, a
Remedial Action Plan was finalized and three extraction wells and one monitoring
well was installed in the shallow zone of the aquifer.
On the subject of the Southwest Plume, the Butte County Department of Public
Health released a public notice regarding groundwater contamination in the Chico
area on October 20, 2006. This action was required in accordance with the Safe
Drinking Water and Enforcement Act of 1986 (Prop. 65). The notice described a
sampling of a private well in the Miller Avenue area of west Chico which identified
150 parts per billion tetrachloroethylene (TCE), which is 30 times the maximum
contaminant level for public water supplies. TCE is considered hazardous since it is
known to cause nervous system depression (intoxication), liver and kidney damage,
among other effects. The notice indicated that further sampling and testing of
groundwater would be undertaken from a collection of monitoring wells installed
and evaluated by the DTSC. Since TCE was previously identified in the late 1980’s
in the Miller Avenue and Northgate Avenue areas, the California Water Service
Company extended public water mains to the affected neighborhoods in 1991. In
January 1992, a carbon treatment unit was purchased and installed to decrease PCE

24
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concentrations. After soil gas sampling conducted in 2001, quarterly groundwater
monitoring was reinstated.
c. Burn Sites
Another class of hazardous materials sites that pose a particular threat to the
atmosphere is burn sites, where waste is burned to reduce volume rather than being
simply buried in the ground. Burn sites are seldom allowed in municipal areas, but
in largely rural Butte County there are a few that have been designated.
In 2006, the DTSC certified the Allen Property Burn Piles, located at Nord and
Esplanade highways in Chico, indicating that cleanup of the site was completed
satisfactorily enough to allow future development to proceed. The cleanup
stemmed from Butte County’s concerns about public health after a construction
firm, hired by the property owner to clear away and burn debris from the 70-acre
site, burned PVC plastic irrigation hose and pressure-treated chromated copper
arsenate post and treated wood trellis. Due to health and safety concerns, Butte
County authorities stopped the burns and ordered the construction company to
clean the site. DTSC testing of the burn piles revealed soil contaminated with
arsenic. The burned material was excavated and transported to a permitted landfill.
As a result of the unpermitted burning, the responsible construction firm was put
on probation for three years and forced to pay a fine.
In 2005, the DTSC certified another burn site known as the Humboldt Road Burn
Dump, also in Chico. This site, the City’s primary disposal area, has been the
subject of extensive investigation and contains large amounts of burn dump waste.
2. Hazardous Materials Transport
Nearly all of the hazardous materials transported through Butte County are carried
by truck on the State Highway system. Highways that allow for hazardous materials
transport include State Route (SR) 99, SR-149, SR-32, SR-191, SR-70, SR-162, and
SR-45. County roads and city streets are used to transport locally generated wastes
from the source to the regional highway system. The County has not quantified the
amount of hazardous materials that are transported through it to adjoining counties
or states.
Transportation of hazardous materials on the highways is regulated through the
Federal Department of Transportation (DOT) and the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans). This includes a system of placards, labels, and shipping
papers that must identify the hazards of shipping each class of hazardous materials.
Existing federal laws which address risks associated with the transport of hazardous
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materials include the Materials Transportation Act, administered by the DOT. At
the State level, Caltrans implements the DOT regulations and the California
Highway Patrol (CHP) enforces them. Regulation of hazardous materials and
wastes include the manufacture of packaging and transport containers; packing and
repacking; labeling; marking or placarding; handling; spill reporting; routing of
transports; training of transport personnel; and registration of highly hazardous
material transport.
Little to none of the hazardous waste is currently transported through the county
via rail. Historically, however, there has been considerable transport of hazardous
materials by rail, and a number of investigations have documented contamination.
One notable study is a public health assessment25 of the Western Pacific Railroad
Oroville Yard, located on dredger tailings east of the Feather River two miles south
of Oroville. The Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) identified three
primary sources of contamination on the site: a roundhouse or fueling area, an
unlined surface impoundment, and an oil-water separator. The nature and extent of
contamination is not well known due to a lack of sampling and analytical testing.
However, heavy metals, chlorinated solvents, and petroleum hydrocarbons
(including benzene, xylene, toluene, and ethylbenzene) are all identified as
potentially occurring at this site and could represent a significant hazard.
3. Hazardous Waste Disposal
Butte County has no registered Class I landfill facilities, which are facilities able to
accept hazardous waste. There are only two remaining Class I landfills in California
permitted to receive untreated hazardous wastes: the Kettleman Hills facility in
Kings County and the Casmalia Resources Facility in Santa Barbara County. The
Butte County Hazardous Waste Management Plan identified that the amount of
hazardous wastes produced or brought into the county cannot economically
support the development of a Class I facility within Butte County.
The largest landfill in Butte County is the Neal Road Landfill, a Class III facility
(one that can only accept non-hazardous waste), located at 1023 Neal Road. The
Solid Waste Division of the Butte County Department of Public Works is
responsible for operating this landfill and coordinates collection and disposal of
solid waste with the cities in Butte County, as well as other public agencies such as
the Regional Water Quality Control Board, Department of Toxic Substances

25
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/hac/PHA/westernpacificrr/wpr_p1.html#backa,
Accessed on March 5, 2007
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Control, and the California Integrated Waste Management Board. The Neal Road
Landfill was damaged during the 2018 Camp Fire, but the landfill received an
emergency waiver to accept additional waste from the fire, such as ash, debris,
concrete, and metals after the Camp Fire and 2020 North Complex Fire. According
to County Public Works staff, the landfill is scheduled to close in 2048.
While there are no hazardous waste facilities for large volumes of waste, Butte
County did assume responsibility of a permanent household hazardous waste
collection facility in 2002, located adjacent to the Chico Airport and operated under
contract by A/C Industrial Services, Inc. The facility provides a controlled
environment for receiving and processing household hazardous waste from all
residents of Butte County. Conditionally exempt small quantity generators can also
use the facility. Household hazardous waste can also be disposed at the Recology
facilities in Oroville, for City of Oroville residents and Recology customers. A
mobile household hazardous waste program targets outlying areas of the county.
Household hazardous wastes include antifreeze, motor oil, oil filters, latex and oil
based paint, pesticides, herbicides, poisons, aerosols, gasoline, paint related
products (thinner, stain, varnish, and lacquers), bleaches, polishes, solvents,
batteries, household cleaning supplies, pool chemicals, hobby supplies, fluorescent
light tubes, mercury thermostats and electronic waste, including computer
monitors, televisions and other items containing cathode ray tubes.
Norcal Waste Systems in Oroville and Waste Management, Inc. in Gridley operates
additional household hazardous waste facilities for the benefit of their customers
concentrated in Oroville, Gridley, and Chico. Norcal Waste Systems operates a
transfer facility at 2720 South Fifth Avenue in Oroville. Waste Management Inc.
operates a transfer station off of Ord Ranch Road in Gridley.
The California Integrated Waste Management Board has estimated the percentage
of waste in several categories,26 including household hazardous waste and special
wastes. The latter includes ash, sewage solids, industrial sludge, treated medical
wastes, bulky items, tires, and composite waste. Out of an estimated 88,648 tons of
residential waste, approximately 0.3 percent (196 tons) was defined as household
hazardous waste, and 2 percent (840 tons) as special waste.27 Out of an estimated

26
http://www.ciwmb.ca.gov/Profiles/County/CoProfile1.asp?COID=4,
Accessed on March 5, 2007.
27
CalRecycle,
2014,
Solid
Waste
Characterization
Home,
https://www2.calrecycle.ca.gov/wasteCharacterization/ accessed February 26, 2021.
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1117,742 tons of commercial or business waste, approximately 0.1 percent (165
tons) was classified as household hazardous waste and 1.2 percent (1,448 tons) was
classified as special waste.28
4. Hazardous Materials Emergency Response
Hazardous materials incidents result from cleanup of waste, especially drug labs,
highway collisions involving tankers or other hazardous transporters, industrial
accidents, accidental rupture of a pipeline or tank during construction or
demolition, or from a natural disaster such as a flood or landslide which damages a
hazardous materials container or pipeline.
Handling of such emergencies is regulated under both federal and State laws which
are designed primarily to protect human health and, secondarily, to safeguard the
environment. Minimum training is 40 hours in accordance with State law and is
required of many contractors and truck drivers, most industrial workers, and
emergency response personnel such as firefighters or policemen.
In Butte County, the Interagency Hazardous Material Team serves as first
responders to hazardous materials incidents or emergencies. The team was first
organized by the Butte County Fire Chiefs Association beginning in 1989 through
the use of a Joint Powers Agreement. Team members are from the fire
departments of Chico, Oroville, Paradise, Biggs, Gridley and Butte County, and
CAL FIRE. The team is composed of 30 to 40 hazardous materials specialists and
technicians, with additional technicians who provide support. The team staffs two
units: Haz Mat 64, stationed at the Kelly Ridge Fire/Butte County Station, and Haz
Mat 1, stationed at Chico Station 1. There are approximately 60 annual responses;
drug labs and related waste are the main cause of incidents.
5. Naturally Occurring Asbestos
Naturally occurring asbestos (NOA) is a hazardous material associated with
serpentine rocks, which are found in the foothill and mountain regions of Butte
County. The amount of NOA present in such rocks can vary widely and is
generally only hazardous when it is released into the air when broken or crushed.
Additional information on NOA is provided in the Geologic and Seismic Hazards
section of this chapter.

28
CalRecycle,
2014,
Solid
Waste
Characterization
Home,
https://www2.calrecycle.ca.gov/wasteCharacterization/ accessed February 26, 2021.
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FLOODING AND DAM SAFETY

This section summarizes the major issues related to drainage and flooding in Butte
County, and also provides a discussion of dam safety and hazards from dam
inundation. As with most Sacramento Valley counties, Butte County is subject to
flooding problems in its upland areas as well as the poorly-drained valley floor.
Although Butte County’s foothill and upland areas generally do not experience
severe flooding, drainage problems in the Paradise and Butte Meadows areas do
exist. Runoff from impervious surfaces is also a concern in the county, particularly
as the surface area of impervious cover increases when new development occurs.
While information on areas most affected by drainage issues and flooding is
available for most of the county’s incorporated cities, data on the severity of
drainage problems in the unincorporated areas - which comprise much of the
county - is more limited.
In general, this section focuses on western Butte County, where most drainage
problems and documented flooding issues exist. Dam safety is also addressed in
this section since it is a significant concern in portions of Butte County due to the
presence of several large dams in the region and dams in other counties that drain
into Butte County.

A. Physical Setting
1. Topography and Geography
The topography of the western Butte County is mainly flat, with minimal rolling
terrain near the base of the foothills. Drainage within Butte County flows from the
Cascade and Sierra Nevada mountain ranges and foothill areas in the northeast,
toward the Sacramento Valley area in the southwest. Ultimately, all surface drainage
ends up in the Feather or Sacramento Rivers by overland flow, tributary swales (a
“swale” is a shallow, vegetated ditch), or perennial streams such as Butte Creek and
Big Chico Creek. Surface conditions in western Butte County consist primarily of
irrigated agricultural land and non-irrigated pasture. Chico and Oroville are the
major urban areas in the western parts of the county. Smaller urbanized areas
include the cities of Gridley and Biggs, and the unincorporated communities of
Durham, Palermo, and Richvale.
Soils in western Butte County are comprised primarily of deposits from streams,
flood basins and mountain runoff known as alluvium. The low-lying alluvium
deposits consist of sand, gravel, silt, and small amounts of clay. The coarser
alluvium soils located near the Sacramento River are more permeable, which means
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more storm water runoff is able to pass through them. Located primarily in southcentral Butte County, the flood basin deposits are comprised of fine-grained
material, principally silts and clays. The permeability of this soil is low, which
provides favorable conditions for rice farming. Alluvial deposits at the bases of
slopes or mountains, called alluvial fan deposits, consist of mixed sediments
deposited by streams. Their infiltration rates are locally variable and have a broad
range of permeability.
2. Major Drainage Basins
Drainage in Butte County can be separated into seven major planning watersheds
designated by the Butte County Department of Water and Resource Conservation,
including Big Chico Creek Watershed, Butte Creek Watershed, Dry
Creek/Cherokee Canal Watershed, Feather River/Lower Honcut Creek Watershed,
Lake Oroville/Upper Feather River Watershed, Little Chico Creek Watershed, and
Pine Creek Watershed. All watersheds, including the Cherokee Canal and Feather
River, drain into the Sacramento River and the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta
further to the south.
Unlike the eastern portion of the county, western Butte County contains few
natural channels for drainage. Big Chico Creek, Butte Creek, Wyman Ravine, Rock
Creek, and Clear Creek are the major tributaries feeding the Feather and
Sacramento Rivers.
3. Precipitation
Annual precipitation levels vary widely throughout the county, from less than 18
inches in the western valley area to over 80 inches in the eastern Cascades and
Sierra Nevada mountains. In general, higher levels of precipitation fall at higher
elevations in Butte County. The majority of the precipitation falls as rain below
4,000 feet in elevation. Above 4,000 feet, a considerable portion of winter
precipitation occurs as snow.

B. Flood Hazard Areas
Flood hazards in the county are based on a variety of studies and mapping, chiefly
through FEMA flood mapping program, the United States Army Corp of
Engineers San Joaquin River Basins Comprehensive Study, and the California
Department of Water Resources floodplain awareness mapping. This section
discusses floodplains, levee safety, floodplain development regulations, and dam
inundation in the county.
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1. Floodplains
Butte County has historically been subject to flooding from various rivers and
creeks, especially from the Feather River and Sacramento River. The following are
the primary areas subject to flooding within Butte County:
 Butte Creek
 Little Chico Creek
 Little Chico Creek Diversion
 Mud Creek
 Ruddy Creek and Ruddy Creek Tributary
 Sycamore Creek
 Wyman Ravine and Tributaries
 Comanche Creek
 Butte Basin Overflow area for the Sacramento River
Flooding has also historically occurred in low-lying areas, including Rock Creek and
Keefer Slough, which have flooded several times in recent decades. These floods
have inundated State Routes 99 and 32, as well as several county roadways, in
addition to flooding residential and agricultural land near North Chico and the
community of Nord. The Richvale area is also subject to flooding from the Dry
Creek/Cherokee Canal, which includes rice research grounds, rice storage, and
chemical storage facilities. While the risk of flood hazards has reduced in these
areas due to State and federal flood control projects, facilities are still in need of
improvement and flooding is still a major issue in Butte County.
The agencies with responsibility for flood protection in Butte County include the
US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), California Department of Water
Resources (DWR), Central Valley Flood Protection Board (CVFPB), and Butte
County Service Area 24. The USACE is responsible for federal levees and canals
such as the Mud Creek earthen levees, Little Chico-Butte Creek and Butte Creek
earthen diversions, the Cherokee Canal, and the Feather River earthen levees.
DWR is responsible for maintaining the channels on Chico and Mud Creeks, as
well as for operation and maintenance of levee facilities on Butte Creek, Cherokee
Canal, Big Chico Creek as it runs through Chico, Little Chico Creek Diversion to
Butte Creek, and the Sacramento River. The CVFPB is a permitting agency for
development or encroachments within the 200-year floodplain of the Sacramento
River. The Butte County Service Area 24 is responsible for the project levees on
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Chico Creek, Mud Creek, and the Sandy Gulch (Sycamore to Mud Creek) Flood
Control Project.
a. 100-Year and 500-Year Floodplains
FEMA prepares Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) and provides guidance and
requirements for floodplain management as part of the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP). Since 1989, FEMA has changed its policy and all areas within
Butte County have now been mapped with flood risks and identified Special Flood
Hazard Areas (SFHAs). The most recent FIRMs were published in November
2018. FEMA manages the NFIP, which provides insurance to communities that
participate in the program, and works with State and local agencies to adopt
floodplain management policies and flood mitigation measures.
Federal flood insurance with a federally insured loan is required for any structure
within a Flood Hazard Zone of A, AE, AO, or AH. More detailed information on
FEMA flood zones, maps, and regulations may be found at http://msc.fema.gov/
and through the Butte County Department of Public Works.
A key element of the NFIP is the identification of floodplain boundaries, which are
depicted on FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps and shown in Figure 17-6. The
100-year flood is a central component in FIRM mapping, which is considered a
flood event that is likely to occur once every 100 years (i.e., it has a 1-percent
chance of occurring in any given year). The 500-year floodplain includes areas that
have a 1-in-500 chance of flooding in any given year (i.e., a 0.2-percent chance).
FEMA mapping of flood hazards for all of Butte County has been completed with
the most accurate and up-to-date information derived from the August 2017 FIRM
mapping. The Butte County LHMP uses these same maps for the flood analysis.
Identified FEMA flood hazard zones in the county, as mapped in the 2017 FIRM
under the countywide mapping program, are shown in Figure 17-6. Areas that are
subject to flooding are indicated by a series of alphabetical symbols, indicating
anticipated exposure to flood events:
 ZONE A: Subject to 100-year flooding with no base flood elevation
determined. Identified as an area that has a one percent chance of being
flooded in any given year.
 ZONE AE: Subject to 100-year flooding with base flood elevations
determined.
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 ZONE AH: Subject to 100-year flooding with flood depths between one and
three feet being areas of ponding with base flood elevations determined.
 ZONE AO: Subject to 100-year flooding with flood depths between one and
three feet being subject to sheet flow on sloping terrain with average depths
determined.
 “SHADED ZONE X”: Subject to 500-year flooding. Identified as an area that
has a 0.2 percent chance of being flooded in a given year.
FEMA mapping provides important guidance for the County in planning for
flooding events and regulating development within identified flood hazard areas.
b. 200-Year Floodplains
DWR and the CVFPB adopted the Central Valley Flood Protection Plan in 2012,
pursuant to Assembly Bill 162 (2007). Assembly Bill 162 required Butte County to
incorporate the Central Valley Flood Protection Plan measures into the Health and
Safety Element of the General Plan by including the new 200-year floodplains,
levees and levee flood protection zones, dam mapping and dam inundation zones,
and a more extensive flood risk analysis. This analysis considers the DWR Best
Available Maps (including the 200-year floodplain), the impact of local and regional
flood protection projects on new development, and critical facilities and
infrastructure at risk for flood damage. The maps are based on a 2002 study
prepared by USACE focused on flooding along the Sacramento River, and a 2013
study prepared by DWR for flooding from the Feather River, Butte Creek, Mud
Creek, Big Chico Creek, and other related tributaries confined to the Chico Urban
Area. Figure 17-6 shows the 200-year floodplain and DWR Best Available maps.
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BUTTE COUNTY GENERAL PLAN UPDATE
SETTING AND TRENDS
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Waterbodies
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FIGURE 17-6
FEMA FLOOD HAZARD ZONES

BUTTE COUNTY GENERAL PLAN UPDATE
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FIGURE 17-7
LEVEES AND LEVEE FLOOD PROTECTION ZONES

BUTTE COUNTY GENERAL PLAN UPDATE
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CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES BEST AVAILABLE MAP
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As shown, the 200-year floodplains extend along Butte County’s western edge.
Portions of Chico and its sphere of influence are also shown to be within the 200year floodplain. These portions are the only areas in the county that are urban or
urbanizing and within the 200-year floodplain. Within this zone, the urban level of
flood protection (ULOP) must withstand flooding that has a 1-in-200 chance of
occurring in any given year. If a property is within the 100-year floodplain, the
County must determine if additional ULOP measures apply to new development.
c. Climate Change
Climate change will likely alter the frequency, intensity, and duration of extreme
storm events, including heavy rainfall. Precipitation is projected to increase from an
annual average of 42.3 inches per year to 46.7 inches per year by mid-century.29
While this is only a 4.4-inch increase, precipitation patterns are also likely to
change. More rain may fall over fewer storms throughout the year, meaning the
storms may become more intense but less frequent by mid-century. Due to
projected temperature increases in Butte County, more precipitation may fall as rain
instead of snow, increasing the amount of peak runoff downstream. These factors
could lead to more flooding near rivers and creeks, as well as in low-lying areas in
western Butte County. During large flooding events, areas in western Butte County
may be susceptible to floodwaters from levee or dam failure. Dam failure is
discussed in more detail below.
Floodwaters can be deep enough to drown people and may move fast enough to
carry away people or heavy objects (such as cars). In some cases, floods can be
strong enough to lift buildings off their foundations. Large flood events can affect
lifeline utilities, transportation, jobs, tourism, the environment, agricultural industry,
and the local and regional economies.
Approximately 489,421 acres, or 35 percent, of the unincorporated area of Butte
County is in a flood hazard area.30

29

California Energy Commission. 2018. “Annual Average Precipitation”.
https://cal-adapt.org/tools/annual-averages/, accessed February 22, 2021.
30 Butte County. 2019. Butte County Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, Chapter 4:
Risk Assessment.
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2. Flooding Special Studies
As part of the 1989 FEMA map update referenced above, a series of special studies
were conducted on Butte Creek, Wyman Ravine and its tributaries, Mud Creek,
Keefer Slough, Ruddy Creek and its tributaries, and Little Chico Creek. Additional
studies for the 1998 FIRM were undertaken for Butte Creek, Big Chico Creek,
Little Chico Creek and Lindo Channel. For the 2000 FIRM, studies were
performed on Keefer Slough, Rock Creek, Dead Horse Slough, and Wyman
Ravine. While these areas were already known to flood, they had not been fully
evaluated in past FEMA studies.
The following section summarizes the principal flood problems in Butte County,
according to the 1998 Flood Insurance Study (FIS) and 2000 FIRM.
a. Butte Creek
Table 17-2 displays seven high discharge events on Butte Creek, as recorded by a
gauge maintained by the U.S. Geological Survey (the gauge location is on right
bank side, 7/10 mile downstream from Little Butte Creek and 7-1/2 miles east of
Chico. The measurements at this gauge are preferable to measurements taken
downstream by the California Department of Water Resources, because the USGS
gauge is placed upstream of all development.
b. Wyman Ravine and Tributaries
As Wyman Ravine flows out of the steep foothills, its slope and velocity change
downstream of Lincoln Boulevard. Shallow flooding occurs every few years in the
orchards west of the Western Pacific Railroad and flood flows over Palermo Road
have extended east of Wyman Ravine almost to Occidental Avenue. Also, Wyman
Ravine between Stimpson Lane and Lone Tree Road experiences annual flooding
in most years. Floodways are defined in the FIRMs.
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FLOODS ON BUTTE CREEK AND RECURRENCE INTERVALS

Year
Ranked

Discharge

Annual Exceedance
Probability=Recurrence Interval a

1997

35,600

0.0050=200 years USGS; 500 FIS

1986

22,000

0.0040=25 years USGS; 100 FIS

1965

21,200

0.0040=25 years USGS; 50 FIS

1956

18,700

0.0040=25 years USGS

1938

17,000

0.100=10 years USGS

1970

16,500

0.100=10 years USGS

1963

14,200

0.100=10 years USGS; 10+ FIS

The reciprocal of annual exceedance probability = the recurrence interval; FIS = Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Study (FIS).
Source: U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) data from flow gauge on Butte Creek.

a

The area south of Wyman Ravine tributary No. 1, between the Western Pacific
Railway embankment and Melvina Avenue, experiences chronic flooding. The
Palermo Tributary floods during the 10-year and greater storms.
Sheet flow across roads and between homes occurs approximately once every five
years.
c. Keefer Slough and Rock Creek
Flooding along Keefer Slough is due to water naturally diverging from Rock Creek.
The frequency of flooding has historically been dependent on the amount of debris
and vegetation in Rock Creek between State Route 99 and its upstream divergence
from Keefer Slough. Farmers in the vicinity have periodically cleared Rock Creek
to improve capacity and flow west of State Route 99. However, flooding south of
Rock Creek depends upon the channel conditions at the divergence of Keefer
Slough from Rock Creek upstream from State Route 99. Recent flooding events of
note occurred in March 1983, January 1995, March 1995, January 1997, February
1998, February 2004, March and April 2006, November and December 2012, and
February 2019, when Keefer Slough flooded homes in the vicinity of Keefer Road,
Keefer Slough, and the area southwest of State Route 99. The highway was covered
with floodwaters for several hours during each of these events. The floodwaters
continued southwest, affecting much of the area between State Route 99 and the
Southern Pacific Railroad, including the community of Nord.
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In 1995, flood studies were also conducted within the Keefer Slough watershed as
part of the North Chico Specific Plan (NCSP). According to the Plan, the capacity
of the Keefer Slough channel between Garner Lane and State Route 99 is estimated
at 525 cubic feet per second (cfs) with the existing capacity of the State Route 99
crossing rated at 600 cfs. The drainage study also concluded that uncontrolled
flooding in Keefer Slough was due to the natural divergence from Rock Creek.
This flooding can be prevented by resolving the Rock Creek divergence problems
as well as improving the flood capacity of Rock Creek. However, there are no
formal flood control facilities along Keefer Slough and the slough runs on private
property for its entire length.
Prior studies have indicated the possibility of routing the diverted overflow from its
beginning point northeast of the Keefer Lane and Hicks Road intersection in a
southerly direction to Mud Creek. However, a feasibility study being prepared by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers found that it was not economically feasible to
divert flows to Mud Creek. Therefore, the Rock Creek flood flows must either be
contained in Rock Creek or improvements made to Keefer Slough to
accommodate the flows. The feasibility study is leaning toward the former
improvement. The NCSP also included other programs to alleviate flooding;
however, these will require implementation actions by multiple State and federal
agencies.
d. Mud Creek
The Sacramento District Corps of Engineers surveyed project levee crown
elevations along Mud Creek and found that the levees are well-maintained, do not
have any known stability or foundation problems and, with the exception of
Sycamore Creek upstream from Sheep Hollow Creek, the levees will pass design
flows for 100-year storm events, provided that maintenance continues.
e. Sycamore Creek
In March 2002, the California Department of Water Resources prepared a
hydraulic analysis for Sycamore Creek and found extensive sedimentation and
vegetative buildup along the creek between Cohasset Road and Sheep Hollow. This
reduces the present capacity below the channel’s design capacity. The analysis
recommends the removal of 49,000 cubic yards of sediment, some minor raising of
the levee, and keeping vegetation in check.
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f. Ruddy Creek and Ruddy Creek Tributary
Areas of flooding along Ruddy Creek have been noted throughout the basin. Flood
damage was reported after the February 1986, January 1995, January 1997, and
February 1998 storms. Since the 1989 FIS, widespread flooding was observed in
the 1995, 1997, and 1998 winter seasons.
g. Little Chico Creek
The majority of this area was not depicted on previous FIRM panels as being
subject to 100-year flood events. Flood flows of record occurred in December
1964, March 1974, March 1978, January 1995, and January 1997. Flooding also
occurred with the latest storm in February 1998 when the largest 24-hour rainfall
total occurred in 82 years in the Chico area. This caused a flood surge that resulted
in flooding at the Alberton Avenue bridge, west of Chico.
3. Appraisal of Flood Protection Measures within Special Study Areas
Private levees have been erected along the banks of a large portion of Wyman
Ravine. However, levees along the lower portions do not contain 10-year storm
events31 and their effectiveness during 100-year floods are negligible. A levee
extending approximately 3,500 feet north of Palermo Road to 2,000 feet upstream
of Lincoln Blvd is more significant.
Several levee systems have been constructed along Butte Creek, Cherokee Canal,
Big Chico Creek, Hamlin Slough, the Little Chico Creek-Butte Creek Diversion
Channel, Comanche Creek and Little Chico Creek. An evaluation of these levees
found that they do not provide protection from 100-year flood events. Inadequate
levees and/or channel capacities were found on portions of the following streams:
Butte Creek downstream of the Skyway, Hamlin Slough, Little Chico Creek
downstream of the Butte Creek Diversion Channel, Comanche Creek and
Cherokee Canal. During intense storms, water would typically flow over the top of
these levees and break out of the channel, usually not returning to the main channel
for several thousand feet downstream, if at all. Therefore, they have been shown on
the 2018 FIRM as within the 100-year floodplain.
Table 17-3 contains information on known flooding problems and planned
drainage improvements as identified by the referenced studies. The table indicates
the drainage problem or issue, the reference source, and the status of identified
drainage problems. The County has several drainage impact fees for funding the

31

As noted in FEMA FIS, page 7.
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construction of storm drain facilities in specific drainage areas. Adopting such fees
for specifically studied projects may help fund needed improvement projects.

C. Flood Control and Management
This section describes the primary strategies by which the County and other
responsible agencies have sought to manage and control flooding risks. Flooding in
Butte County threatens both life and property, and has historically caused
significant damage and economic losses. The storms of March 1983, January-March
1995, December 1996, January 1997, February 1998, February 2004, March and
April 2006, November and December 2012, February 2017, and February 2019
were particularly devastating. After floods occur, flood hazards in the county are reevaluated in an effort to develop effective flood policies and implementation
measures designated to aid in reducing adverse impacts resulting from flood events.
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IDENTIFIED FLOODING PROBLEMS IN BUTTE COUNTY

Study Location
Thermalito

North Chico Specific Plan Area

South-East Chico, Chapman Area
Northern Butte County, NorthWest of City of Chico
South East of City of Oroville area
called Wyman Ravine
City of Chico

Town of Paradise

City of Chico and Surrounding
Area

Description of Problems Identified

Suggested Improvements If Any

Utilize natural drainage courses in conjunction with
Many existing conduits found to be inadequate to additional well- placed drainage improvements. Such
accommodate existing and near future flows.
improvements include new trunk lines, and several
Many areas undrained due to lack of facilities.
additional culverts and improvement of natural
channels.
Improvement of existing storm drain facilities, and
addition of new facilities to serve ultimate urban
Few existing drainage facilities to off-set
development. New improvements include on-site
increasing development resulting in increasing
detention to reduce peak runoff, a trunk facility with
land divisions creating many small parcels.
collector lines to areas without facilities and pump
stations to Sycamore or Mud Creek.
Little existing street improvements such as curbs, Construction of storm drain facilities such as curbs and
gutters, and sidewalks. No existing storm drain
gutters and conduit. Adoption of drainage plan for
facilities in many areas.
area.
Install diversion/detention facilities to
Area plagued by recurrent flooding due to
reduce/rechannel excess floodwaters to improvements
contributing upstream drainage area, a broad
constructed by Army Corps of Engineers south of
natural floodplain and poor channel alignment.
area.
Existing facilities are inadequate to handle
Replace a series of undersized culverts and other
existing and future flows.
drainage structures.
A need to evaluate current facilities and plan for Create planning/design criteria which designates new
future development, by way of outlining planning facilities to meet future needs across jurisdictional
criteria.
boundaries.
Field inventory of existing drainage facilities
shows that past adopted policies were many times
ignored either through lack of knowledge or
indifference.
Environmental impact report addressing the
adoption of the Chico Urban Area Draft Storm
Drainage Master Plan relating to a 5000 ac.
Annexation.

Create planning criteria designating more strict and
controlled regulation of development. Master plan
provides developmental guidelines and a schedule of
improvements for the planned area.
EIR references prior City Master Plan in 1997 for
future improvements of areas lacking in storm drain
systems and strategies for improving areas with
existing storm drain systems.

Status a
The Oroville Flood Risk Reduction
Project was completed in 2020.

Improvements to be constructed in
accordance with North Chico Specific
Plan and approved County drainage
design criteria.
A portion has been implemented

Status unknown or no action taken
Shown on FEMA/FIRM maps.
City improvements to original Plan
being reviewed by County. Not
subject to jurisdiction of the County
unless they are connecting to County
maintained facilities.
An incorporated area, not included in
County General Plan. Not subject to
Jurisdiction by Butte County.
Adopted by City of Chico City
Council on September 5, 2000.
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IDENTIFIED FLOODING PROBLEMS IN BUTTE COUNTY (CONTINUED)

Study Location

North of the City of Chico, Rock
Creek- Keefer Slough Area

East Chico Area: 1978 Rolls,
Anderson and Rolls Study Area.
a

P L A N

T R E N D S

Description of Problems Identified

A U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) Feasibility
Study will provide cost-of-solution data for the
Location experiences flooding problems during
proposed improvements, such as setback levees,
periods of high intensity storms.
floodwalls, channels, and drainage structures. Study
will enable local property owners to make a
Overland flow from approx. 50 sq. mile upstream
determination on funding projects.
tributary area causing significant flooding
problems coupled with old channels within
Complete the Rock Creek Keefer Slough Flood Plain
district boundaries and undersized culverts.
Study and implement appropriate actions to reduce
flooding.
Only two areas were identified within the study
area as having existing underground drainage
Study of drainage patterns shows the size and location
facilities. Runoff calculations indicated the storm for eight additional storm drains to drain the study area
drains for both areas are undersized compared to for both existing and future development.
the area being drained.

Status information provided by County of Butte staff.
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Suggested Improvements If Any

Status a

The County conducted a Feasibility
Study in 2017 to determine the most
appropriate method to mitigate
flooding problems related to Rock
Creek and Keefer Slough.

The Chico Parks and Playgrounds
Commission has a policy to review
and minimize all additional storm
drains into Big Chico Creek above
One Mile Recreation Area.
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1. Federal and State Flood Control Projects
The federal Flood Control Act of 1944 provided the authorization and funding for
hundreds of dam and flood control projects across the United States and was
intended to alleviate many of the dangerous and life- threatening flooding. In Butte
County, the most notable of these projects was the construction of the Oroville
Dam and its related flood control projects in the 1960s. The Act also designated
flood control projects along the Sacramento River and its tributaries, including
Mud Creek, Sandy Gulch, Big and Little Chico Creeks, Butte Creek, and Cherokee
Canal.
More recently, the DWR, Division of Flood Management, has established the
Sacramento River Flood Control Project to implement flood control projects for
the entire Sacramento River system, including its tributaries. Two components of
this project that fall within Butte County are the Chico Landing to Red Bluff
Project and the Sacramento River Bank Protection Program.
The only state-maintained flood control system in the county for the Sacramento
River is located south of Chico on the Sacramento River, within the Butte Basin
overflow facilities. The M&T and Goose Lake weirs are maintained by the
Department of Water Resources. The 3B’s Overflow is an earthen weir prone to
erosion, currently maintained by private parties. These structures regulate
floodwaters associated with the Sacramento River at the Butte Basin overflow area.
The project levees are designed to control the floodwater overflowing into Butte
Basin by containing excess flow until the Sacramento River subsides. The
Department of Water Resources, as an affiliate of the Sacramento River Bank
Protection Program, maintains these facilities.
In November 2006, Propositions 1E and 84 passed as bond initiatives on the
statewide ballot. These propositions allocate funding for some of the State’s more
urgent flood control and water quality issues, and could provide a key source of
funding for the County and other local agencies in implementing flood control and
drainage improvements. Senate Bill 45, the Wildfire Prevention, Safe Drinking
Water, Drought Preparation, and Flood Protection Bond Act of 2020, passed in
November 2020, and will provide additional funding for flood protection measures.
While large-scale flood control projects have mitigated some of the county’s most
serious flood hazards, many areas of Butte County remain vulnerable to flooding.
In addition, the impact of flooding has become more acute in many places over
recent decades because development has occurred in areas that were previously
thought to be outside of the floodplains, but are now known to be flood-prone.
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Thus, there remains an ongoing need for mitigation of flood hazards, including
regulation of development in flood-prone areas and physical modifications and
improvements to waterways and watershed areas. Some of these methods are
described in subsequent sections.
In 2012, the Central Valley Flood Protection Plan was adopted by DWR and the
CVFPB, requiring additional analysis of the 200-year floodplains, levees and levee
flood protection zones, dam mapping and dam inundation zones, and a more
extensive flood risk analysis. New development within the urban level of flood
protection area that could be flooded with up to 3 feet of water must be built to
withstand flooding that has a 1-in-200 chance of occurring in any given year. Levee
Protection Areas are shown on Figure 17-7.
2. Butte County Development Regulations
As noted in Section B.1, regulation of development in known flood-prone areas,
based on FEMA mapping, DWR Best Available Maps, and other information, is a
key tool in reducing risks to life and property (see Figure 17-8, 200-Year Flood
Zones and DWR Best Available Maps). Butte County has a number of programs in
place and works closely with various State and federal agencies and local watershed
groups as part of its overall flood management strategy. The key components of
this strategy are described herein.
a. Flood Hazard Prevention Ordinance
The delineation of flood boundaries and adoption of County ordinances regulating
development within identified floodplains/floodways are the basic flood
management tools that the County uses to identify flood hazards and implement its
own flood management program. FEMA’s flood mapping program, the USACE
Comprehensive Study 2002 maps, and the DWR Urban Level of Flood Protection
Chico Area Study 2013 map, described in Section B, are critical components of
these efforts.
A County ordinance adopted in March 1983 created a flood hazard prevention
section, as set forth in Article IV in Chapter 26 of the Butte County Code. The
Code assigns authority for enforcement of County flood hazard prevention policy
to the floodplain administrator, in this case the Director of Development Services.
The Code relies upon FEMA and FIS data, though other studies may supplement
this data if the floodplain administrator recommends it, and the Board of
Supervisors approves it. The Flood Hazard Prevention Ordinance appoints the
Department of Development Services to review all applications for new
construction or subdivisions within flood hazard areas. The ordinance’s basic
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requirement, in order to reduce flood hazards, is that the lowest floor of any new
construction or substantial improvement within Flood Zones A, AE, AH, and
shaded Zone X be elevated one foot or more above the regulatory flood elevation.
Also, it must be shown that development within the floodplain will not raise the
existing flood level. There are other criteria for building within flood hazard areas,
including flood-proofing nonresidential structures and designing structures to
withstand hydrostatic pressures and hydrodynamic loads.
Within areas subject to flooding that are proposed for subdivision, the County is
required to ensure the following:
 All such proposed developments are consistent with the need to minimize
flood damage.
 Subdivisions and parcel maps shall, as a condition of approval, establish
regulatory flood elevations and note same on final maps prior to recordation
of the final map.
 Adequate drainage is provided to reduce exposure to flood hazards.
 All public utilities and facilities are located so as to minimize or eliminate flood
damage.
Article IV, Flood Hazard Prevention, was most recently updated in November
2016. The Board of Supervisors also adopted Chapter 24-47.1, Urban Flood
Protection Overlay Zone, into the Butte County Code. This section improves
protections and limits damage from flooding within the county and its urban areas,
including land within the 200-year floodplain with flood inundation of greater than
3 feet, as determined by the 2013 DWR study, described above.
b. Flood Hazard Mitigation Plan
The preparation of the Butte County Flood Mitigation Plan (Butte County FMP)
was facilitated by Butte County Office of Emergency Services (County OES). The
overall purpose of the Butte County FMP is to provide guidance to agencies and
the public responsible for and interested in protecting life, property, and livestock;
involved in land use planning; responsible for administering the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), and
responsible for responding to flood emergencies within Butte County.32

32

Butte County Flood Mitigation Plan, Wood Rodgers, January 2006.
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3. On-Site Flood Control Measures
Increased amounts of impervious surfaces, sloped contours, and drainage
infrastructure in conjunction with urbanization results in more efficient channeling
and diversion of storm water into a floodplain. Sometimes this efficiency creates a
storm “surge,” in which urban storm waters overtax the ability of natural river
channels to drain floodwaters. A high 24-hour storm event can overload a drainage
system if the area sheds water quickly. As the surge reaches critical height, flooding
occurs downstream because runoff from other areas accumulates in the natural
drainage system. In an alternative scenario, storm waters flood the city because they
do not drain as quickly.
On a site-specific level, the most frequently used flood control technique utilized in
the county is retention or detention of peak runoff, which aims to maintain peak
runoff to, at, or below predevelopment levels. This typically involves use of on-site
detention or retention basins or other holding facilities such as leach trenches or
open drainage ditches, all designed to reduce the peak runoff from the site to, at, or
below pre-development levels. Open ditches and detention basins slow the
movement of storm water into the drainage systems and provide sediment settling
areas for pollutants. Other site-specific techniques such as clustering buildings or
constructing narrower paved streets can also serve a role in flood management by
decreasing the overall amount of impervious surface in a development area and
reducing the severity of storm surge events.
4. Comprehensive Watershed Management
Humans intervene in a watershed for a wide variety of purposes: to bring water to
residences, irrigate, generate electricity, dispose of waste, mine, manage timber,
recreate, enhance wildlife, and control floods. Scientific research has discovered
that the cumulative effects of these activities over time can make flooding problems
worse, a condition attributed to the alteration of the watershed’s “dynamic
equilibrium.” As human activities within a watershed alter its natural balance, the
flood volumes for various frequency storms within the watershed of a stream or
river are also changed. Oftentimes, flood heights and velocities increase,
necessitating higher levies, greater bank stabilization, channelization, and methods
of reducing runoff through on-site detention or retention.
An alternate approach to flood control involves “comprehensive watershed
management” (CWM). This approach does not rely solely on direct flood control
measures; instead, it focuses on management of the floodplain by providing wider
areas for flooding using a combination of setback levies, floodwalls, and other
structural and non-structural designs. The CWM design concept allows for the
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natural development of riparian habitat within the floodplain, reduction in flood
velocities, and reduction in the normal maintenance requirements. This approach
to flood management has been gaining national and statewide consideration, and
significant grant funding has been provided to foster the development of CWM
plans.
In November 2016, the Upper Feather River Integrated Regional Water
Management (IRWM) adopted the IRWM Plan, which provides a comprehensive
set of projects for the watershed, including eastern Butte County. In March 2020,
the Northern Sacramento Valley Integrated Regional Water Management Group
adopted an updated IRWM Plan, which includes similar management projects and
covers western Butte County. The IRWM plans cover multiple jurisdictions and
special districts with the goal of cohesive management of these watersheds,
including for flood, stormwater, and flood management.
Another alternative is to allow the river and floodplain to revert back to its natural
system. Because this precludes all development within the floodplain and may also
require the removal of existing development from the floodplain, such an
alternative tends to be unpopular. Even so, some communities are attempting to
correct poor watershed policy by restoring their watershed’s dynamic equilibrium.
For example, in 1998 Napa County approved an innovative ½-cent sales tax for
flood control improvements. This will raise $6 million per year over 20 years for
flood control improvements along the Napa River. The project is innovative
because it does not support traditional methods of flood control, such as creating
concrete channels to control floodwaters. Instead, the funds would be spent to
“restore” the floodplain and create “meander belts” for the Napa River. Probably
the most significant aspect of this measure is that funding will be provided to pay
for the removal of homes and businesses in areas that flood frequently. Such a
strategy could be employed by Butte County at a variety of scales for various floodprone waterways but would likely require considerable planning and investment of
resources.

D. Dam Safety
As of 2021, there are 24 dams in Butte County under the jurisdiction of the
California Department of Water Resources Division of Safety of Dams (DSD). An
additional 16 dams located in Plumas County and Shasta County have dam failure
inundation zones that reach Butte County. Table 17-4 summarizes this information.
A majority of these dams (19) are earthfill embankments while the others include
six gravity concrete dams, six variable radius concrete arch dams, six rock
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embankment dams, and three hydraulic fill dams. The dams function in a variety of
service capacities for the county and the State, including irrigation, recreation, stock
watering, power production, and municipal water supply. The reservoirs contained
by these dams range in size from 76 acre-feet to 4,552,000 acre-feet.
Division personnel inspect DSD jurisdiction dams each year. The DSD has also
evaluated the seismic safety of the dams at Lake Wyandotte, Lost Creek, and
Round Valley. As a result of the study done for Lake Wyandotte, the spillway has
been lowered to contain the reservoir in the event of dam lowering in an
earthquake. Lost Creek dam personnel submitted their study and are in the process
of studying several faults of special concern. Round Valley has also submitted a
study, which found the dam in compliance with earthquake standards. The main
focus of this study was correcting seepage. According to the area engineer for the
Division of Dam Safety, this problem has been corrected.
In 1992, Harlan Tate Associates studied Magalia Dam and concluded that the
upstream slope of the dam was found to have inadequate stability under seismic
loading conditions. As of 2003, the water level in the reservoir was lowered 25 feet
due to seismic stability concerns. The County is undertaking preliminary
engineering on a project to widen the Skyway across Magalia Dam. The Paradise
Irrigation District’s preferred alternative for the widening project involves
stabilizing the dam and would permit the restoration of the design water level
behind Magalia Dam. An Environmental Impact Report and project design was
approved in 2005, but the project was not completed due to a lack of funding.
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DAMS UNDER STATE JURISDICTION, BUTTE COUNTY

State
Dam Name
Dam No.
Dams within Butte County

Owner

Inundation
Map
Status

Construction
Type

Storage
Capacity
(acre-feet)

Year
Completed

A L Chaffin

346-000

Estate of George R. Chaffin

X

Earth

450

1957

California Park

1340-000

California Park Association

Yes

Earth

335

1986

Cannon Ranch

345-000

Spring Valley Minerals

X

Earth

176

1870

Concow

67-000

Thermalito Water and Sewer District

X

Var. Radius Arch

6,370

1925

Desabla Forebay

97-005

Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

F

Earth

280

1903

Feather River Hatchery

1-047

Dept. of Water Resources

No

Gravity

580

1964

Forbestown Divers.

63-007

South Feather Water and Power Agency

F

Var. Radius Arch

358

1962

Grizzly Creek

349-000

Ronald T Dreisbach

X

Earth

76

1964

Kunkle

97-007

Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

Yes

Earth

155

1907

X

Earth

200

1931

Lake Madrone

1004-000

Lake Madrone Water District

Lake Wyandotte

63-000

South Feather Water and Power Agency

Yes

Earth

313

1924

Lost Creek

63-002

South Feather Water and Power Agency

F

Var. Radius Arch

5,680

1924

Magalia

73-000

Paradise Irrigation District

Yes

Hydraulic Fill

2,900

1918

Miners Ranch

63-009

South Feather Water and Power Agency

Yes

Earth and Rock

895

1962

Oroville

1-048

CA Dept. Water Resources

Yes (FERC)

Earth

3,553,405

1968

Paradise

73-002

Paradise Irrigation District

Yes

Earth

11,500

1957

Philbrook

97-008

Pacific Gas & Electric

Yes

Earth

5,180

1926

Poe

93-005

Pacific Gas & Electric

Yes

Gravity

1,150

1959

Ponderosa Diversion

63-008

South Feather Water and Power Agency

F

Earth

4,750

1962

Round Valley

97-009

Pacific Gas & Electric

Yes

Earth

1,147

1877

Sly Creek

63-006

South Feather Water and Power Agency

Yes

Earth

65,050

1961
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DAMS UNDER STATE JURISDICTION, BUTTE COUNTY (CONTINUED)

Dam Name

State
Dam No.

Owner

Inundation
Map
Status

Construction
Type

Storage
Capacity
(acre-feet)

Year
Completed

Thermalito Afterbay

1-055

California Department of Water Resources

Yes

Earth

57,041

1967

Thermalito Diversion

1-049

California Department of Water Resources

Yes

Gravity

13,328

1967

Thermalito Forebay

1-054

California Department of Water Resources

Yes

Earth

11,768

1967

Dams Outside of Butte County
Antelope

1-500

California Department of Water Resources

Yes

Earth

22,566

1964

Bucks Diversion

94-000

Pacific Gas & Electric

Yes

Var. Radius Arch

5,843

1928

Bucks Storage

94-200

Pacific Gas & Electric

Yes

Rock

103,000

1928

Butt Valley

93-000

Pacific Gas & Electric

Yes

Hydraulic Fill

49,800

1924

Caribou Afterbay

97-120

Pacific Gas & Electric

Yes

Earth and Rock

2,400

1959

Cresta

93-600

Pacific Gas & Electric

Yes

Gravity

4,400

1949

Frenchman

01-430

California Department of Water Resources

Yes

Earth

55,477

1961

Grizzly Forebay

94-300

Pacific Gas & Electric

Yes

Var. Radius Arch

1,112

1928

Grizzly Valley

1-520

California Department of Water Resources

Yes

Earth and Rock

83,000

1966

Lake Almanor

93-300

Pacific Gas & Electric

Yes

Hydraulic Fill

1,308,000

1927

Little Grass Valley

63-300

South Feather Water and Power Agency

Yes

Rock

74,730

1961

Lower Three Lakes

94-400

Pacific Gas & Electric

Yes

Rock

525

1928

Rock Creek

93-700

Pacific Gas & Electric

Yes

Gravity

4,660

1950

Shasta Lake

CA10186

Yes (FERC)

Gravity

4,552,000

1945

X

Var. Radius Arch

88

1961

Yes (FERC)

Earth

241,100

1963

South Fork Diversion
Whiskeytown
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The DSD also identified an additional safety hazard at the Lake Madrone dam. The
spillway is below the minimum design standard. This means it has been certified as
safe for a flood expected to recur once every 500 years, but could fail or overflow
should a larger flood, such as the one expected to recur once every 1,000 years (the
design standard), occur. The design standard otherwise depends on construction
type, terrain, seismic features in the area, and habitat (human and otherwise) in the
downstream flood zone. Currently, the reservoir is under court order to increase
dam spillway capacity. According to the DSD area engineer, Lake Madrone
continues to defy a court order to correct its deficiencies; DSD is seeking further
legal remedies to obtain compliance and correct this problem. Of the remaining
dams, Kunkle is typical of several dams whose use has been restricted to a
particular storage level. The DSD believes these dams are safe at a particular fill
level and has restricted their use to that level or lower.
In February 2017, a heavy rainstorm caused flooding that damaged the main
spillway of Oroville Dam on February 7. This caused DWR to stop the flow into
the main spillway. The rain fell for several more days, causing the lake level to rise
and flow over the emergency spillway, even when the main spillway was reopened
to quickly drain the lake. The emergency spillway could not handle all the water,
causing erosion to undermine the concrete weir. An evacuation order was given on
February 12 for those living directly in the inundation zone, totaling approximately
188,000 people. Although no collapse occurred, the water further damaged the
main spillway and eroded the bare slope of the emergency spillway. Following the
February 2017 event, DWR initiated the Oroville Dam Safety Comprehensive
Needs Assessment to assess risks associated with the Oroville Dam facilities and
identify dam safety and operational needs. DWR and FEMA funded $1.1 billion in
repairs to both the main spillway and emergency spillway. By 2018, the main
spillway was fully reconstructed to final design and the emergency spillway was
completed. Additional structures were added to the facilities to prevent uphill
erosion if the emergency spillway is ever used again.
Inundation maps have been required since 1972, following the 1971 San Fernando
Earthquake and near failure of the Lower Van Norman Dam. Inundation maps
show areas that lie within the potential dam failure inundation zone. All inundation
maps for Butte County are on file with the State Division of Dam Safety. Six dams
do not have maps on file, and they have been requested. Two are regulated by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), but inundation maps are assumed
to exist for these.
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Figure 17-9 depicts the major dam inundation areas in Butte County as they pertain
to the Oroville, Whiskeytown, Lake Almanor, and Shasta Dams.

V.

SEISMIC HAZARDS

Seismic risk in Butte County results from active earthquake faults within the
county, as well as from active faults outside the county whose seismic activity
would cause potentially damaging ground motion in the county.
Earthquakes give rise to various seismic hazards including surface faulting, ground
shaking, liquefaction, ground failure, and ground settlement. Seismic hazards vary
widely from area to area, and the level of hazard depends on both geologic
conditions and the extent and type of land use.
This section characterizes seismic hazards in Butte County and assesses the
potentially hazardous effects of earthquakes. This section also contains information
on other geologic hazards including erosion potential, subsidence, landslides,
expansive soils, and volcanic hazards.
Earthquakes are typically measured in terms of magnitude and intensity.
Earthquake “magnitude” is a measure of the total amount of energy released in an
earthquake. With increasing magnitude (i.e., larger earthquakes) ground motions are
stronger, last longer and are felt over larger areas. Earthquake “intensity” refers to
the effects of earthquake-induced ground motions on people and buildings.
Earthquake intensity is often more useful than magnitude when discussing the
damaging effects of earthquakes. The most common intensity scale is the Modified
Mercalli Intensity (MMI) scale, which ranges from I (Not Felt) to XII (Extreme). A
summary of the observed effects corresponding to the various MMI levels is given
in Table 17-5.
While intensity is a good measure of how a particular earthquake is felt, it is at best
qualitative. A measure of the peak ground acceleration due to seismic waves offers
a quantitative basis for structural design. Butte County lies in a zone that has
estimated peak ground accelerations in hard rock ranging from 0.1-0.2 times that of
gravity.33 These values are estimated for “active” faults and do not apply for the
potentially active faults in and around Butte County. Further, ground accelerations

16
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data do not account for site-specific conditions that may affect aspects such as the
amplification of seismic waves by soft or loose underlying media. More specific
information regarding amplification of seismic waves, liquefaction potential, lurch
cracking, differential settlement, densification, seismically induced landslides, and
other seismic hazards would need to be evaluated in a project-specific geotechnical
investigation based on appropriate subsurface investigation, sampling, testing, and
mapping.
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Dam Inundation Hazard
Extremely High
High
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32

99

Paradise

Chico

70
191

99

149

Oroville

162

162

Biggs

99

70

Gridley

0

Source: Butte County, 2021; CA Department of Water Resources, 2021; PlaceWorks, 2021;
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SUMMARY OF MODIFIED MERCALLI INTENSITY SCALE FOR EARTHQUAKES

I.

Not felt except by a very few under especially favorable circumstances.

II.

Felt only by a few persons, especially on upper floors of buildings. Delicately
suspended objects may swing.

III.

Felt noticeably indoors, especially on upper floors of buildings, but many people
do not recognize it as an earthquake. Standing motor cars may rock slightly.
Vibration like passing of truck. Duration estimated.

IV.

During the day felt by many, felt outdoors by few. At night, some awakened.
Dishes, windows, doors disturbed; walls make creaking sound. Sensation like
heavy truck striking building. Standing motor cars rocked noticeably.

V.

Felt by nearly everyone; many awakened. Some dishes, windows, etc. broken; a
few instances of cracked plaster. Unstable objects overturned. Disturbance of
trees, poles, and other tall objects sometimes noticed. Pendulum clocks may stop.

VI.

Felt by all; many frightened and run outdoors. Some heavy furniture moved; a
few instances of fallen plaster or damaged chimneys. Damage slight.

VII.

Everybody runs outdoor. Damage negligible in buildings of good design and
construction; slight to moderate in well-built ordinary structures; considerable in
poorly built or badly designed structures; some chimneys broken. Noticed by
persons driving motor cars.

VIII.

Damage slight in specially designed structures; considerable in ordinary
substantial buildings with partial collapse; great in poorly built structures. Panel
walls thrown out of frame structures. Fall of chimneys, factory stacks, columns,
monuments, walls. Heavy furniture overturned. Sand and mud ejected in small
amount. Changes in well water. Disturbs persons driving motor cars.

IX.

Damage considerable in specially designed structures; well-designed frame
structures thrown out of plumb; damage great in substantial buildings, with partial
collapse. Buildings shifted off foundations. Ground cracked conspicuously.
Underground pipes broken.

X.

Some well-built wooden structures destroyed; most masonry and frame structures
destroyed with foundations; ground badly cracked. Rails bent. Landslides
considerable from riverbanks and steep slopes. Shifted sand and mud. Water
splashed (slopped) over banks.

XI.

Few, if any (masonry) structures remain standing. Bridges destroyed. Broad
fissures in ground. Underground pipelines completely out of service. Earth
slumps and land slips in soft ground. Rails bent greatly.

XII.

Damage total. Waves seen on ground surfaces. Lines of sight and level distorted.
Objects thrown upward into the air.

Source: K.V. Steinbrugge, 1982. Earthquakes, Volcanoes, and Tsunamis, and Anatomy of Hazards.
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A. Regulatory Setting
1. State of California Regulations
The State of California has established a variety of regulations and requirements
related to seismic safety and structural integrity, including the California Building
Code, the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act, and the Seismic Hazards
Mapping Act.
a. California Building Code
The California Building Code (CBC) is included in Title 24 of the California Code
of Regulations and is a portion of the California Building Standards Code. Under
State law, all building standards must be centralized in Title 24, otherwise they are
not enforceable. The CBC incorporates the Uniform Building Code, a widely
adopted model building code in the United States. This Code provides minimum
standards to protect property and public safety by regulating the design and
construction of excavations, foundations, building frames, retaining walls, and
other building elements to mitigate the effects of seismic shaking and adverse soil
conditions. The CBC contains provisions for earthquake safety based on factors
including occupancy type, the types of soil and rock on-site, and the strength of
ground shaking with specified probability of occurring at a site.
b. Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act
The Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act was passed in 1972 to mitigate
the hazard of surface faulting to structures for human occupancy. The main
purpose of the Act is to prevent the construction of buildings used for human
occupancy on top of active faults. The Act only addresses the hazard of surface
fault rupture and is not directed toward other earthquake hazards.
The law requires the State Geologist to establish regulatory zones (known as
Earthquake Fault Zones or Alquist-Priolo Zones) around the surface traces of
active faults, and to issue appropriate maps. The maps are distributed to all affected
cities, counties, and State agencies for their use in planning and controlling new or
renewed construction. Local agencies must regulate most development projects
within the zones and there can generally be no construction within 50 feet of an
active fault zone. There is one Alquist-Priolo fault zone mapped in Butte County,
the Cleveland Hills fault, which is described in greater detail below.
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c. Seismic Hazards Mapping Act
The 1990 Seismic Hazards Mapping Act (SHMA) addresses non-surface fault
rupture earthquake hazards, including liquefaction and seismically-induced
landslides. Under the Act, seismic hazard zones are to be mapped by the State
Geologist to assist local governments in land use planning. The Act states that “it is
necessary to identify and map seismic hazard zones in order for cities and counties
to adequately prepare the safety element of their general plans and to encourage
land use management policies and regulations to reduce and mitigate those hazards
to protect public health and safety.” Section 2697(a) of the Act additionally requires
that “cities and counties shall require, prior to the approval of a project located in a
seismic hazard zone, a geotechnical report defining and delineating any seismic
hazard.” All of Butte County has been identified as a Seismic Hazard Zone by the
Seismic Hazards Mapping Program. SHMA requires responsible agencies to only
approve projects within seismic hazard zones following a site-specific investigation
to determine if the hazard is present, and if so, the inclusion of appropriate
mitigation(s). In addition, the SHMA requires real estate sellers and agents at the
time of sale to disclose whether a property is within one of the designated seismic
hazard zones.

B. Seismicity
Butte County is traversed by a large number of active and inactive faults, which
have the potential to shift and result in earthquakes. Faults are areas of failure
within the earth where materials on either side of the failure have moved relative to
one another in response to the accumulation of stress. A number of major active
faults are known within the wider Butte County region, including one within the
county itself. While the Sierra foothills contain literally hundreds of mapped faults,
dozens of which are located within Butte County, the vast majority of these faults
are considered inactive.
As noted above, all of Butte County has been identified as a Seismic Hazard Zone
by the Seismic Hazards Mapping Program of the California Geological Survey, with
the entire county potentially subject to earthquakes of Modified Mercalli Intensity
(MMI) scale VIII. Only one earthquake of this intensity, the Oroville earthquake of
1975, has been recorded in Butte County. In 1984, a study published by the
California Geological Survey correlated this seismic activity with the filling and
emptying of Lake Oroville. The study, titled Open File Report 84-25, concluded
that other earthquakes of the same or greater intensities are unlikely in Butte
County.
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1. Active Faults
An active fault is defined by the California Geologic Survey as one which has had
active surface displacement within Holocene time (i.e., over the past 11,000 years).
Some faults are characterized as active based on surface displacements within
historic time (over the last 200 years), while others are characterized as active based
on surface displacements in rocks or sediments that occurred within the last 11,000
years. This definition of “active fault” does not mean that all faults for which there
is no evidence of surface displacement during the Holocene are inactive. Some
faults may have been active in this time period, but they did not result in changes to
the surfaces that are easily identifiable. Meanwhile, other faults may still be active
although they have not been active during the Holocene period. Many damaging
California earthquakes, including the 1975 Oroville earthquake, the 1983 Coalinga
earthquake, and the 1987 Whittier Narrows earthquake occurred on faults not
previously recognized as active. Occasionally, earthquakes occur on blind thrust
faults that are buried and show no evidence of past surface rupture, as was the case
with the Northridge earthquake in 1994.
The sections below describe known active faults in Butte County and the wider
region. These faults are mapped in Figure 17-10.
a. Active Faults within Butte County
As of 2018, there is only one identified active fault located within Butte County, the
Cleveland Hills fault, identified pursuant to the Alquist-Priolo Act as an
“earthquake fault zone.” This fault was responsible for the 1975 Oroville
earthquake, which had a Richter magnitude of 5.7, and was an event that produced
surface displacement along approximately 2.2 miles of the fault. Ground motions
corresponding to Modified Mercalli Intensity VIII (see discussion in Section V, this
chapter) were experienced at Gridley and Oroville, and significant structural
damage occurred to unreinforced masonry buildings in Oroville.
Geologic studies indicate that the total length of the Cleveland Hills fault is
probably 11 to 15 miles. The maximum credible earthquake on this fault is believed
to be about magnitude 6.5 to 6.7. An event of this magnitude would cause
substantially more damage than the 1975 event. Figure 17-10 shows the
approximate location of the Cleveland Hills fault; the official map of the State
Geologist for the Cleveland Hills “earthquake fault zone” may be consulted at the
Butte County Development Services Department.
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b. Other Active Faults
There are several known active faults located outside of Butte County that have the
potential to cause seismic events that could be felt within the county.
i. San Andreas Fault System
The San Andreas Fault, along with related faults such as the Hayward and
Calaveras faults, is one of the most active faults in California. Total displacement
along this fault has been at least 450 miles and could possibly be as much as 750
miles. This fault system was responsible for the magnitude 8.0 San Francisco
Earthquake of 1906 as well as numerous other damaging earthquakes, including the
1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. At its nearest point, the San Andreas Fault is about
95 miles west of Butte County. The 1906 earthquake was strongly felt in Butte
County, at approximately MMI V and VI, but there was little damage.
ii. Midland-Sweitzer Fault
The 80-mile-long Midland-Sweitzer fault is located approximately 40 miles
southwest of Butte County. Historically, earthquakes of Richter magnitudes
between 6.0 and 6.9 have occurred on or near this fault, including two strong
earthquakes in 1892. Based on the fault length and the historic activity, this fault is
capable of producing a maximum credible earthquake (MCE) of magnitude 7
which would be experienced in Butte County with MMI as high as VIII or IX.
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iii. Eastern Sierra Faults
The eastern Sierra contains a number of active faults including the Russell Valley
fault, which produced the 1966 Truckee earthquake of magnitude 6
(approximately), and several faults in the Last Chance and Honey Lake fault zones,
which have produced several magnitude 5 to 5.9 earthquakes. These fault zones are
approximately 50 miles east of Butte County. Earthquakes on these faults could be
experienced in Butte County with MMIs as high as VII or VIII.
c. Potentially Active Faults
There are a number of faults within Butte County and a large number of relatively
nearby faults that could be considered potentially active. The California Geologic
Survey has defined potentially active faults as those for which there is evidence of
surface displacement within the Quaternary period; that is, within the last 1.6
million years., approximately. Faults classified as potentially active show no
evidence of surface displacements within the past 11,000 years, but this period of
time is short in geologic terms and thus such faults are considered potentially
active. Figure 17-10 shows these potentially active faults based on 1977 data from
the California Geological Survey.
Some geologists consider the Big Bend fault zone to be potentially active. This fault
could produce an MCE of Magnitude 7 with a Modified Mercalli Intensity of IX or
X in Butte County. Intensities this high would result in major damage. The
Foothills Shear Zone extends into southern Butte County. A potential quake of
magnitude 7.0 in this zone would result in intensities as high as IX in Butte County.
The Chico Monocline fault, which extends northwest from Chico, was considered
potentially active in an unpublished 1988 report by the California Division of
Mines and Geology (now the California Geological Survey). Based on its length,
this fault could produce an MCE of at least magnitude 7, which would cause major
damage in Chico and elsewhere in Butte County. South of Butte County is a series
of small faults around the Sutter Buttes and an 18-mile long fault near Dunnigan.
Earthquakes on these faults would produce only moderate ground motion in Butte
County, probably not exceeding Modified Mercalli Intensity VI, with little or no
damage.
West of Butte County is the 40-mile-long Willows fault, which could produce a
magnitude 7 earthquake and could yield a Modified Mercalli intensity as high as
VIII in Butte County (comparable to the intensity experienced during the 1975
Oroville earthquake).
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The Coast Ranges Thrust Zone is approximately 35 miles west of Butte County.
This fault zone could potentially produce an MCE of magnitude 8, which could be
experienced in Butte County as Modified Mercalli Intensity IX or X. An event of
this magnitude would cause major damage to Butte County.
East and southeast of Butte County there are numerous faults in the Sierra
Foothills, including the Foothills Shear Zone (which extends into Butte County),
the Camel’s Peak fault, the Hawkins Valley fault, the Melones-Dogwood Peak fault
system, the Bear Mountain fault, and many others. Potential activity on these faults
cannot be excluded from consideration, although geologists disagree on how active
or inactive these faults are.
It is important to note that faults that do not meet the California Geologic Survey’s
criteria are not necessarily permanently inactive. It is also important to recognize
that seismic risk is not limited to faults that have been identified or mapped. A
significant fraction of small to moderately large earthquakes occur on faults that
were not previously recognized. Such earthquakes are characterized as “background
seismicity” or “floating earthquakes,” terms that indicate that the expected sources
and locations of such earthquakes are often unknown. Based on this concept, the
general geologic setting of Butte County and earthquake experience elsewhere in
the Sierra foothills and Central Valley, it appears reasonable to assume that
background seismicity could produce earthquakes as large as Richter magnitude 6.0
virtually anywhere in Butte County. Such earthquakes are considered capable of
producing at least moderate damage.
After the 1975 Oroville earthquake, geologists also reevaluated the earthquake
hazard in the Sierra foothills region, including Butte County. It is now generally
accepted that earthquakes of magnitude 6.0 or 6.5 are possible anywhere in the
foothills and near the margins of the Sacramento Valley, including Butte County.
Opinions differ on the possibility of larger earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 or higher.
The possibility of such earthquakes along the Chico Monocline fault, in the Coast
Ranges thrust zone and along several faults in the Sierra foothills cannot be
excluded from consideration. Earthquakes as large as magnitude 7.0 in these areas
would produce major damage in Butte County. Such events would probably result
in MMIs of IX or X in Butte County and could result in collapses of unreinforced
masonry buildings, with substantial numbers of casualties.
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C. Effects of Earthquakes
1. Ground Shaking
Ground shaking is motion that occurs as a result of energy released during faulting
and is the most dangerous effect of earthquakes. Damage to structures from the
ground vibrations is determined by physical characteristics of rock and soil,
building materials, earthquake magnitude and distance from epicenter, and
character and duration of the ground motion.
Based on the known active faults and on the large number of potentially active
faults, all parts of Butte County are potentially subject to moderately strong ground
shaking (peak ground accelerations from 10 percent to 20 percent gravity). The
intensity of ground shaking at any specific site depends on the characteristics of the
earthquake, the distance from the earthquake, and on the local geologic and soil
conditions. Conservatively, ground motions as strong as those observed in Oroville
during the 1975 earthquake (Modified Mercalli Intensity VIII) can be expected
anywhere in Butte County. More conservatively, ground motions with Intensities as
high as X (10) could occur from magnitude 7 earthquakes on the Chico Monocline
Fault, the Big Bend Fault, or the Foothills Shear zone. Similar intensities could be
experienced in Butte County from larger earthquakes on more distant faults such as
the Coast Ranges thrust zone or Melones fault zone.
2. Liquefaction Potential
Liquefaction, which may occur from strong ground shaking during earthquakes, is
the transformation of a granular sediment or fill material from a solid state to a
temporarily liquid state. Liquefaction is a serious hazard because buildings in areas
that experience liquefaction may sink or suffer major structural damage.
Liquefaction occurs in saturated soils when pore pressure exceeds the natural
frictional strength between grains. This is most common in loose soils with no
cohesion. As a result, the soil loses strength and starts to flow. Liquefaction is most
often triggered by seismic shaking, but can also be due to improper grading,
landslides, or other factors. In dry soils, seismic shaking may cause soil to settle
rather than flow, a process known as densification.
Of particular concern are areas paralleling the Sacramento River that contain clean
sand layers with low relative densities which are estimated to have generally high
liquefaction potential. Granular layers underlying most of the remaining
Sacramento Valley area of Butte County have higher relative densities and thus
have moderate liquefaction potential. Clean layers of granular materials older than
Holocene are of higher relative densities and are thus of low liquefaction potential.
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Areas of bedrock, including most of eastern Butte County, have no liquefaction
potential, although localized areas of valley fill alluvium can have moderate to high
liquefaction potential. Figure 17-11 shows areas of liquefaction potential in Butte
County.
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3. Seiches
A seiche is a periodic oscillation of a body of water such as a reservoir, river, lake,
harbor, or bay resulting from seismic shaking or other causes such as landslides
into a body of water. The period of the oscillation varies depending on the size of
the body of water and may be several minutes to several hours. Depending on the
magnitude of the oscillations, seiches can cause considerable damage to dams,
levees, and shoreline facilities. Seiches have not been recorded in any of the
reservoirs in Butte County that are within the jurisdiction of the California Division
of Dam Safety. However, the potential for seiches does exist in Butte County,
either from landslides or from stronger earthquakes that have been experienced in
historical times.
4. Landslides
The general potential for landslides in Butte County is discussed in the Geologic
Hazards section of this document, which can be found in Section D, below.
Earthquakes may initiate landslides, particularly during the wet season, in areas of
high ground water or saturated soils. The most likely areas for earthquake-induced
landslides are the same areas of high landslide potential discussed in the Geologic
Hazards section.
5. Dam Safety
Earthquakes can endanger dams in several ways, including failure of the
foundations or the dams themselves due to ground failures or through secondary
effects such as seiches and landslides in the reservoir. Dam safety, including seismic
safety, is discussed in Section IV.D.
6. Structural Damage or Collapse
The earthquake performance of structures varies considerably due to a number of
factors. These include their location across active faults or in poor ground areas
(e.g., landslide and liquefaction), type of construction (e.g., wood frame,
unreinforced masonry, and nonductile concrete frame), magnitude and intensity of
the earthquake and duration of strong ground shaking, distance from the causative
faults, and similar factors. In recent history, Butte County has experienced two
damaging earthquakes (1940 and 1975). Unreinforced masonry buildings in the
older sections of Chico (1940) and Oroville (1975) suffered moderate to severe
damage in these earthquakes.
In general, evidence from past earthquakes shows that wood frame structures
properly tied to their foundations perform very well or, if badly damaged, cause few
injuries and life loss even if located in areas of poor ground quality. Older wood
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frame structures that have stone, brick, or cripple wall foundations, or that are not
bolted to their foundations, do not perform well. Un-reinforced masonry
structures, on the other hand, perform poorly under almost all earthquake
conditions, especially if located on poor ground areas. Nearby relatively small
earthquakes can be very damaging because of the sharp motions they generate.
Distant events, while more damaging to taller buildings, can also damage unreinforced masonry buildings because of the stresses caused by long-period
motions. Mobile homes generally perform very well because of their lightness, but
failures of their weak foundation supports (usually flimsy metal stands or concrete
blocks) can produce serious damage and economic losses. Older mobile homes are
also considered serious fire hazards because of the non-fire-resistant wall paneling
and other materials. The performance of other structures depends on their specific
characteristics, quality of construction, and other factors discussed above.

D. Geologic Hazard Analysis
This section describes other geologic hazards in Butte County. These hazards are
associated with a variety of factors, including soils types and conditions,
topography or slope, and the action of water or wind. Many of these hazards are
related to, or can be exacerbated by seismic factors, such as ground movement
associated with earthquake activity, as described above.
1. Erosion
Erosion is a two-step process by which soils and rocks are broken down or
fragmented and then carried away. Rocks can rub against each other, fall apart, or
be exposed to weather, but water causes most erosion. Wind may also be an
important erosion agent. The rate of erosion depends on many variables including
the soil or rock texture and composition, the permeability of the soil, the slope, the
extent of vegetative cover, and precipitation amounts and patterns. Aside from
natural causes of erosion there are anthropogenic agents which can aid in the
reduction of parent material as well; in Butte County this includes mining, logging,
and cattle ranching.
Erosion increases with increasing slope, increasing precipitation, and decreasing
vegetative cover. Erosion may be extremely high in areas where protective
vegetation has been removed by fire, construction, or cultivation. High rates of
erosion may have several negative impacts including degradation and loss of
agricultural land, degradation of streams and other water habitats, and rapid silting
of reservoirs. Instability of slopes due to erosion can be a major safety hazard and
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thus these issues must be addressed when development or activity occurs in areas
of high erosion potential.
Erosion hazard potential in Butte County is shown in Figure 17-12. This figure
shows the degree of erosion that may be expected when protective vegetation is
removed, as well as the level of erosion hazard according to underlying geology and
rainfall.
2. Streambank Stability
Among the various hazards associated with the geologic setting of Butte County is
the issue of streambank stability. A streambank may be considered unstable if the
slopes surrounding the stream are excessively steep and present a potential
landslide hazard, or if erosion is occurring at a relatively high rate. A natural
riverine system functions in a state of “dynamic equilibrium” in which erosion and
deposition is constantly taking place. Through this cycle, the areas surrounding the
stream can become unstable, thus leading to potential for geologic hazards. Other
issues associated with streambank stability involve human activity and
development. Cattle ranching, logging, mining, and agriculture are some of the
major anthropogenic effects that cause disequilibrium in the streams and rivers of
Butte County.
Over the past few decades, regulatory measures have been taken to mitigate these
effects. Ranchers are encouraged to retain water on their land to prevent excessive
hoof traffic along the streambanks. Environmental impact regulations have become
more stringent with regards to logging and mining in an effort to reduce nearchannel and in-channel disruption. Seismic ground shaking also poses a threat to
streambank stability, especially in areas where surrounding slopes are steep or
where there is a large standing body of water below (see the discussion of seiches in
the dam safety section above). Streambank stability issues present a potential for
hazards along the rivers in the valley region of Butte County where erosion is
concerned.
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3. Subsidence
Subsidence is the sinking of a large area of ground surface in which the material is
displaced vertically downward, with little or no horizontal movement. The
California Department of Water Resources installed two devices called
extensometers for measuring subsidence around the valley region of the county, in
1989 and three more in 2003.34 Extensometers are metal rods fixed into a deep
well. A gauge on the rod measures how much the soil declines at the edges of the
well. Thus far, results indicate no major subsidence in the wells tested in the area.
Subsidence, usually as a direct result of groundwater withdrawal or oil and gas
extraction, is common in several areas of California, including parts of the
Sacramento Valley and in large areas of the San Joaquin Valley. Subsidence is a
greater hazard in areas where the subsurface geology includes compressible layers
of silt and clay. Subsidence due to ground-water withdrawal generally affects larger
areas and presents a more serious hazard than does subsidence due to oil and gas
withdrawal. Nonetheless, localized subsidence due to oil and gas withdrawal has
been observed at numerous locations in California, primarily in the Los Angeles
basin. In portions of the San Joaquin Valley, subsidence has exceeded 30 feet over
the past 50 years. In the Sacramento Valley, preliminary studies suggest that much
smaller levels of subsidence, ranging from six inches to two feet, may have
occurred. In most of the valley, elevation data are inadequate to determine
positively if subsidence has occurred. However, groundwater pumping in the
Sacramento Valley has been increasing and groundwater levels have declined in
some areas, leading to an increased likelihood that subsidence has, or will become a
more significant issue.
The amount of subsidence caused by groundwater withdrawal depends on several
factors, including the extent of water level decline; the thickness of the waterbearing strata tapped; the thickness and compressibility of silt-clay layers within the
vertical sections where groundwater withdrawal occurs; the duration of maintained
ground water level decline; the number and magnitude of water withdrawals in a
given area; and the general geology and geologic structure of the groundwater
basin. The damaging effects of subsidence include gradient changes in roads,
streams, canals, drains, sewers, and dikes. Many such systems are constructed with
slight gradients and may be significantly damaged by even small elevation changes.
Other damaging effects include damage to water wells resulting from sediment
compaction and increased likelihood of flooding of low-lying areas.
34

2007.
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Land subsidence is considered to be a potential hazard for the portions of Butte
County located within the Sacramento Valley. Areas of potentially significant
subsidence are shown in Figure 17-13. The greatest potential subsidence areas are
where heavy groundwater withdrawal is occurring and in gas-producing areas.
According to investigations by the U.S. Geological Survey, the areas of heaviest
groundwater withdrawal extend about two miles north and south of Chico and in a
one-mile radius around Gridley. The amount of subsidence that could take place in
the county depends primarily on the amount of groundwater withdrawal. The
possibility of subsidence resulting from large groundwater draw-downs during
prolonged droughts is a serious concern.
4. Landslides
Landslides are downward and outward movements of slope-forming materials
which may be rock, soil, artificial fill, or combinations of such materials. The size of
landslides varies enormously, from tiny slides containing less than a cubic yard of
material to massive slides containing millions of cubic yards. Large landslides may
move downslope for hundreds of yards, or even several miles. A landslide may
move rapidly as in a soil or rock avalanche or it may move slowly for hours or even
weeks. A similar but much slower movement is called creep.
The susceptibility of a given area to landslides depends on many variables.
However, the general characteristics that influence landslide hazards are well
understood and thus it is possible to map areas in terms of general susceptibility to
landslides. There are a number of important factors that govern the formation of
landslides, including:
 Slope Steepness: Most landslides occur on moderate to steep slopes.
 Slope Material: Loose, unconsolidated soils and soft, weak rocks are more
hazardous than are firm, consolidated soils or hard bedrock.
 Structure and Physical Properties of Materials, including the orientation of
layering and zones of weakness relative to slope direction.
 Water Content: Increased water content increases landslide hazard, by
decreasing resistance to sliding and adding weight to the materials on a slope.
 Vegetation Coverage: Abundant vegetation with deep roots increases slope
stability.
 Proximity to Areas of Erosion or Man-made Cuts: Undercutting slopes may
greatly increase landslide potential.
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 Earthquake Ground Motions: Strong ground motion may trigger landslides in
marginally stable slopes or loosen slope materials and thus increase the risk of
future landslides.
Landslides do occur in Butte County, but they are not common. Because of
differences in the physical characteristics of slope materials, which markedly
influence landslide potential, some superficially similar areas may differ strongly in
terms of landslide hazards. For this reason, a site-specific geotechnical analysis
would be needed to accurately assess potential landslide hazards at any specific
project location.
Most landslides in Butte County occur on slopes greater than 15 percent, and most
new landslides occur in areas that have experienced previous landslides. The areas
of highest landslide potential are in the mountainous central and northern areas of
the county where well-developed soils overlay impervious bedrock on steep slopes,
which at times undergo heavy rainfall. The slopes around flat uplands, such as
Table Mountain, are also highly susceptible to landslides. The rest of Butte County
has moderate to low landslide potential. The areas of lowest landslide potential are
the flatlands of the Sacramento Valley. There may, however, be some landslide
hazard due to possible liquefaction of soils bordering the Sacramento River and its
tributaries. Areas with potential landslide hazards are shown in Figure 17-14.
Climate change will likely increase landslides within the county as precipitation falls
in more intense rainstorms, droughts dry out vegetation, and wildfires remove
stabilizing vegetation from the mountains and hillsides. Wildfires and droughts can
clear vegetation that holds soil in place and dry out soil to the point that it is less
able to absorb water, creating a risk of landslides when heavy rains return. This can
cause landslides and debris flows, especially in areas within or below burn scars.
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5. Expansive Soils
Expansive soils have a potential to undergo significant changes in volume, either
shrinking or swelling, with changes in moisture content. Periodic shrinking and
swelling of expansive soils can cause extensive damage to buildings, other
structures, and roads. Moisture content and the percentage and type of clay
minerals present in the soil determine the potential volume change of an expansive
soil. Soils composed only of sand and gravel have no potential for volume change
due to moisture change. Soils containing clays have variable potential for volume
changes. Such soils are generally classified into three expansive soils classes with
low, moderate, and high potential for volume changes:
 Low: This soils class includes sands and silts with relatively low amounts of
clay minerals. Sandy clays may also have low expansion potential, if the clay is
kaolinite (a common group of clays).
 Moderate: This class includes silty clay and clay textured soils if the clay is
kaolinitic and also includes heavy silts, light sandy clays, and silty clays with
mixed clay minerals.
 High: This class includes clays and clay with mixed monmorillonite, a clay
mineral that expands and contracts more than kaolinite.
Technically, expansive soils are classified on a numerical shrink-swell classification
index that varies from zero (no potential volume changes) to 10 (maximum
potential volume changes). In this classification, soils with a shrinkage index below
five are considered to have low expansion potential. Soils with an index between
five and seven have moderate expansion potential, and soils with indices above
seven have high expensive potential.
Figure 17-15 shows the distribution of expansive soils within Butte County. Note
that soils with no expansive potential are grouped in the low expansion potential
category. Soils with no or low expansion potential occur along stream and river
valleys and on steep mountain slopes. Soils of high expansion potential generally
occur in the level areas of the Sacramento Valley, including around the population
centers of Chico, Oroville, Biggs, and Gridley.
6. Volcanic Hazards
Some of the most striking topographic features of Butte County, including Table
Mountain north of Oroville, are volcanic in origin. The lava flows that now cap
Table Mountain and most of the other volcanic features in the county are the result
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of ancient volcanic activity, occurring tens of millions of years ago. The geologic
activity producing this volcanism has long since ceased and thus there are virtually
no volcanic hazards within most of Butte County. However, extreme northern
Butte County is an exception to this generalization because Mt. Lassen, an active
volcano, is only about 25 miles north of the Butte County line. Mount Lassen is the
southernmost volcano in the Cascade Range. There are numerous active volcanoes
in the Cascades, including Mount Shasta in California and several others in Oregon
and Washington. Mount Lassen last erupted in the period between 1914 and 1921;
this period of volcanic activity included steam and ash eruptions as well as a small
lava flow. Like the other volcanoes in the Cascades, Mount Lassen is considered
dormant, which means that it is not currently erupting but is expected to erupt
again in the future. Mount Lassen has erupted at least seven times within the past
1,200 years.
There are four main hazards that may accompany volcanic eruptions: ash and
cinder falls, explosive blasts, lava flows, and mud flows. Despite the general severity
of volcanic hazards, actual volcanic hazards for Butte County are limited to the
northernmost portions of the county that might be affected by an eruption by
Mount Lassen. Even here, the hazards are relatively modest because of the distance
between Butte County and Mount Lassen. In historic times, there are no records of
significant ash falls, explosive effects, lava flows or mud flows from Mount Lassen
reaching Butte County. Furthermore, impending volcanic eruptions are generally
signaled by numerous advanced warning signs, and thus it is usually possible to
evacuate residents in areas subject to volcanic hazards, particularly given the
county’s distance from the volcanic event. Although the potential for volcanic
hazards in Butte County is low, consideration of these hazards should nonetheless
be made for the northern reaches of the county. Ash fallout and pyroclastic ejecta
may cause damage to structures, inhibit operation of vehicles and machinery, and
create public health and safety concerns.
7. Naturally Occurring Asbestos
Within California, naturally occurring asbestos (NOA) is known to exist in
serpentine rock. This rock, and its parent material, ultramafic rock, is abundant in
the Sierra foothills, the Klamath Mountains, and Coast Ranges. Within Butte
County, serpentine rock is found within the foothill and mountain regions. NOA is
commonly found in ultramafic rock, including serpentine, and near fault zones. The
amount of asbestos that is typically present in these rocks ranges from less than 1
percent up to 25 percent and more. Asbestos is released from ultramafic and
serpentine rock when it is eroded, broken, or crushed. This can happen when cars
drive over unpaved roads or driveways which are surfaced with these rocks, when
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land is graded for building purposes, or at quarrying operations. Asbestos is also
released naturally through weathering and erosion. Once released from the rock,
asbestos can become airborne and may stay in the air for long periods of time.
The primary hazard is from chronic inhalation into the lungs. Asbestos is a known
carcinogen and inhalation of asbestos may result in the development of lung cancer
or mesothelioma. The asbestos contents of many manufactured products have
been regulated in the U.S. for a number of years. CARB has regulated the amount
of asbestos in crushed serpentine used in surfacing applications, such as for gravel
on unpaved roads, since 1990. In 1998, new concerns were raised about possible
health hazards from activities that disturb rocks and soil containing asbestos and
may result in the generation of asbestos-laden dust (Asbestos Airborne Toxic
Control Measure AATCM, 2000). These concerns led CARB to revise their
asbestos limit for crushed serpentinite and ultramafic rock in surfacing applications
from 5 percent to less than 0.25 percent, and to adopt a new rule requiring best
practices dust control measures for activities that disturb rock and soil containing
naturally occurring asbestos.
Serpentine soils are an important natural resource in Butte County. Over 200
species of native California flora are restricted wholly or in large part to serpentine
soils, and an estimated 90 to 100 taxa are endemic to serpentine and related soil
types in the northern coast ranges of California. Serpentine soils or rock should be
left undisturbed and stabilized to reduce exposing or releasing asbestos fibers into
the environment. As long as fibers remain bound in rock or soil, they pose very
little health threat.

VI.

CLIMATE CHANGE HAZARDS

Climate change is likely to increase the frequency and intensity of existing hazards
and cause new hazards to occur within Butte County. This section describes the
regulatory setting for addressing climate change and resilience in California, primary
climate stressors in Butte County, and secondary climate stressors, or hazards, that
are likely to occur. Some climate change hazards, including wildfire, flooding, and
landslides, are described in previous sections of this chapter.
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A. Regulatory Setting
In 2015, the State adopted Senate Bill 379, amending Section 65302(g) of the
California Government Code to require safety elements of general plans to include
more information about wildfire hazards, flooding risks, and other short-term and
long-term threats posed by climate change. Senate Bill 379 is the foundation of
adaptation and resiliency in general plan safety elements, as it requires local
governments to conduct vulnerability assessments as part of their long-range public
safety planning efforts and to prepare policies that will protect against harm caused
by climate change.
Another important update to the California Government Code related to safety
elements, climate change, and resiliency is Senate Bill 1035. This law, which
amended Section 65302(g)(3) of the California Government Code, builds on
previous legislation and requires local governments to review and update as needed
their safety element during an update to their housing element or HMP (or no less
than every eight years). Any revisions should include updated information related
to flood hazards, fire hazards, and climate adaptation and resilience.
The County completed a Draft Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment in 2018
that includes an analysis of hazards such as increased temperatures, extreme heat,
changes in precipitation patterns, snowpack loss, and increased wildfires. This
assessment followed guidance provided in the California Adaptation Planning
Guide, including an analysis of impact and adaptive capacity.

B. Primary Climate Stressors
Climate stressors are conditions or trends related to climate variability, temperature
change, and precipitation shifts that can exacerbate hazards.35 Primary climate
stressors in Butte County include increased temperatures and changes in
precipitation.
1. Increased Temperatures
As climate change intensifies, global temperatures are expected to continue to rise.
At the local level in Butte County, this means a gradual increase in annual average
temperatures. Historically, the annual average temperature in Butte County is 71

35

U.S.
Climate
Resilience
Toolkit,
2015,
https://toolkit.climate.gov/content/glossary#ClimateStressor, accessed February 23, 2021.
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degrees Fahrenheit, with temperatures highest in the valley regions and lowest in
the high elevations.36 The county-wide average high temperature is expected to
increase to 76.6 degrees Fahrenheit by 2050 and 80.1 degrees Fahrenheit by 2100.37
Increased annual average temperatures can cause more precipitation to fall as rain
instead of snow, and snow to melt earlier in the year, reducing overall levels of
snowpack that are essential to supplying a reliable source of water throughout the
year. Other secondary effects include an increase in the number of extreme heat
days; increased water demands for agriculture, residential, and ecosystem uses;
increase in pests and disease activity for both ecosystems and humans; and
increased wildfire conditions as hotter conditions dry out fuel more quickly.
2. Changes in Precipitation
While precipitation is projected to increase in Butte County, precipitation patterns
are likely to shift, causing more rain to fall in fewer storms throughout the year.38
Historically, Butte County received an annual average of approximately 42.3 inches
of rain per year, with lower levels in the valley and higher levels at higher
elevations.39 This is expected to increase to an annual average of 46.7 inches by
2050 and an annual average of 50.8 inches by 2100.40 Increased precipitation over a
shorter period of time can lead to flooding in downstream areas, increased erosion
along rivers and creeks, and landslides and debris flows on mountain and hillsides.
On the opposite side, changes in precipitation patterns could lead to an increase in
droughts, which would reduce water supplies and harm several economic sectors in
the county.

36

California Energy Commission. 2018. “Annual Average Maximum
Temperature”. https://cal-adapt.org/tools/annual-averages/, accessed February 23, 2021.
37 California Energy Commission. 2018. “Annual Average Maximum
Temperature, RCP 8.5”. https://cal-adapt.org/tools/annual-averages/, accessed February
23, 2021.
38 Houlton, Benjamin, Jay Lund. (University of California, Davis). 2018.
Sacramento Summary Report. California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment. Publication
number: SUM-CCCA4-2018-002.
39 California Energy Commission. 2018. “Annual Average Precipitation”.
https://cal-adapt.org/tools/annual-averages/, accessed February 23, 2021.
40 California Energy Commission. 2018. “Annual Average Precipitation, RCP 8.5”.
https://cal-adapt.org/tools/annual-averages/, accessed February 23, 2021.
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C. Secondary Climate Stressors
Secondary climate stressors are considered hazards that are created or worsened by
primary climate stressors. Wildfire, flooding, and landslides are three hazards
described above in this chapter. Additional climate change hazards include extreme
heat, drought, severe weather, agriculture and forestry pests and diseases, and
human health hazards.
1. Extreme Heat
Extreme heat occurs when temperatures rise significantly above normal levels.
“Extreme heat” is a relative term—temperatures of 100 degrees are normal in
locations like Palm Springs, but almost unprecedented in higher mountain areas of
eastern Butte County. Butte County has different extreme heat temperatures in
different regions of the county. An extreme heat day is where temperatures reach
105.3 degrees in Richvale, 99.0 degrees in Berry Creek, and 95.1 degrees in Stirling
City.41 Although temperatures are lower in the mountain areas of the county, it is
still dangerous when temperatures are higher than usual for people and assets that
are not accustomed to them. Warm nights, when the daily minimum temperatures
remain significantly above normal levels, can worsen an extreme heat day, because
people and assets may not get relief from the high temperatures. A warm night is
where temperatures remain above 70.6 degrees in Richvale, 65.2 degrees in Berry
Creek, and 60.1 degrees in Stirling City.42
Historically, Butte County has experienced an average of five extreme heat days a
year. Table 17-6 shows extreme heat day thresholds and projected changes in the
number of extreme heat days per year throughout the county.

41

California Energy Commission. 2018. “Extreme Heat Days & Warm Nights
RCP 8.5”. https://cal-adapt.org/tools/extreme-heat/, accessed February 23, 2021.
42 California Energy Commission. 2018. “Extreme Heat Days & Warm Nights
RCP 8.5”. https://cal-adapt.org/tools/extreme-heat/, accessed February 23, 2021.
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NUMBER OF PROJECTED EXTREME HEAT DAYS PER YEAR IN BUTTE COUNTY

Extreme Heat
Sub-Region Threshold (oF)

Historic
(1950-2005)

Mid-Century
(2040-2070)

Late Century
(2070-2099)

Butte County

100.1

5

34

59

Richvale

105.3

4

30

54

Berry Creek

99

5

34

60

Stirling City

95.1

5

32

58

Source: California Energy Commission. 2018. “Extreme Heat Days and Warm Nights.”
http://caladapt.org/tools/extreme-heat/.

Extreme heat can cause heat-related illnesses, such as heat cramps, heat exhaustion,
and heat stroke. These temperatures can harm animals and plants that are not
adapted to these conditions. Some types of infrastructure, including power lines
and roadways, face greater stresses during high temperatures, which make materials
unstable and failure more likely. Very high temperatures make people less likely to
venture outside, hurting recreation and tourism economic sectors that depend on
outdoor activities. Extreme heat can also increase wildfire conditions by drying out
plant material, and prolonged high temperatures can contribute to drought
conditions.
2. Drought
A drought occurs when conditions are drier than normal for a long period of time,
making less water available for people (especially if local water supply depends on
surface water), agricultural uses, and ecosystems. Communities in Butte County
may experience water shortages during drought conditions, which could lead to
mandatory water restrictions for both domestic and agricultural purposes. Farmers
and ranchers may need to cut back on irrigation activities and homeowners may
need to change water use behavior. Less precipitation could lower water levels or
decrease water quality in streams and lakes, which can affect both natural habitats
and recreation activities.
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Droughts are a regular occurrence in California; in the past 50 years, there have
been four major statewide droughts, plus smaller regional droughts.43 Table 17-7
shows major California droughts in the past 50 years. Scientists expect that climate
change will lead to more frequent and more intense droughts statewide. In Butte
County, overall precipitation levels are expected to increase slightly, but there are
expected to be more frequent years of extreme levels of precipitation, both high
and low, as a result of climate change.44 This is expected to cause more droughts
that are more intense and last longer compared to historical norms.45 Baseflow in
rivers and creeks in Butte County are projected to decline significantly in early 21st
century extended-drought scenarios.46
TABLE 17‐7
Years
1975-1977

1987-1992

HISTORIC DROUGHTS IN CALIFORNIA, 1970 TO 2019
Major Effects of Droughts
Widespread water shortages and $2.67 billion in crop damages.
Extremely dry rangeland, irrigated agriculture with severe surface water
shortages and falling groundwater levels, widespread rural areas where
individual and community supplies were going dry, urban area water
rationing at 25 to 50 percent of normal usage, and environmental impacts.
California Drought Action Team established.

2007-2009

Water shortages, lack of irrigation supplies, social assistance programs
required, water distribution systems.

2012-2017

Water shortages and restrictions, $6.6 billion in drought response and
mitigation programs.

Source: Butte County, 2019, Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, Chapter 4: Risk Assessment.

43

California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services. 2018. 2018 State of
California Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan. http://www.caloes.ca.gov/for-individualsfamilies/hazard-mitigation-planning/statehazard-mitigation-plan.
44 California Energy Commission. 2018. “Extended Drought Scenarios.”
https://cal-adapt.org/tools/extended-drought/, accessed February 23, 2021.
45 California’s Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR), California
Natural Resource Agency (CNRA), and California Energy Commission (CEC). 2018.
“California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment.” http://www.climateassessment.ca.gov/.
46 California Energy Commission. 2018. “Extended Drought Scenarios, Early 21st
Century Drought”. https://cal-adapt.org/tools/extended-drought/, accessed February 23,
2021.
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3. Severe Weather
Severe storms include freeze and winter storms, strong winds, tornados, hail,
lightning, and heavy rainfall. Severe weather is usually caused by intense storm
systems, although types of strong winds can occur without a storm. The
connection between climate change and severe storms is not as well established as
other exposures, but new evidence suggests that severe storms may occur more
often and become more intense than in the past as a result of climate change.47
Extreme cold can occur throughout the county, but winter storms and snowfall are
limited to in and above the Town of Paradise. Between 1993 and 2018, 179 severe
winter storm events have occurred in Butte County, including blizzards, wind chill,
frost/freeze, heavy snow, winter storms, and other winter weather.
Severe storm systems can also bring heavy rain, hail, and lightning to all parts of the
County. From 1950 to 2018, there have been nine hail events, 19 heavy rain events,
and three lightning events in the County. In 2020, there were additional lightning
events that sparked multiple wildfires in the county. Hail can damage buildings and
plants (and in extreme cases injure people), and lightning can spark fires, injure
people, or cause fatalities. Heavy rainfall, which is characterized by rainfall amounts
that exceed normal levels, can lead to flooding along the creeks and ravines in the
mountain communities in eastern Butte County.48
Severe winds are sustained winds of 40 miles per hour or greater lasting for one
hour or longer, or wind gusts of 58 miles per hour.49 Wind speeds can reach over
to 100 miles per hour in some areas of Butte County, damaging or destroy
buildings and infrastructure.50 Since 1950, 43 high-wind events have been recorded

47 Bedsworth, Louise, Dan Cayan, Guido Franco, Leah Fisher, Sonya Ziaja. 2018.
“Statewide Summary Report.” California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment. California
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
California Energy Commission, California Public Utilities Commission. Publication number:
SUM-CCCA4-2018-013.
48 Butte County, 2019, Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, Chapter 4: Risk Assessment,
http://www.buttecounty.net/Portals/19/LHMP/2019/CH4ButteCountyLHMPUpdateCha
pter4RiskAssessment.pdf?ver=2019-11-13-122000-400.
49 Butte County, 2019, Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, Chapter 4: Risk Assessment,
http://www.buttecounty.net/Portals/19/LHMP/2019/CH4ButteCountyLHMPUpdateCha
pter4RiskAssessment.pdf?ver=2019-11-13-122000-400.
50 Butte County, 2019, Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, Chapter 4: Risk Assessment,
http://www.buttecounty.net/Portals/19/LHMP/2019/CH4ButteCountyLHMPUpdateCha
pter4RiskAssessment.pdf?ver=2019-11-13-122000-400.
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in Butte County. Strong winds and heavy rainfall are the most common types of
severe weather in the project area.
4. Agricultural and Forestry Pests and Diseases
The forests and farms of Butte County face risk from various pests and diseases
that may affect crop plants, trees, and livestock. These pests and diseases can cause
plants and animals to grow slower, damage them so that their products are less
appealing and harder to sell, or even kill them. Though there are treatment options
for several agriculture and forestry diseases, some have no cure. The forests face
particular harm from insects and other pests, diseases caused by bacteria or viruses,
fungal infections, and other conditions that can affect the health of forest trees and
plants. Specific pests and diseases include sudden oak death, red turpentine beetle,
western pine beetle, balsam woolly adelgid, root-feeding bark beetle, pitch canker,
and Diplodia diseases.51
One of the most direct effects of climate change is that average temperatures will
increase, and this has a bearing on many pests and diseases. Many pests and
organisms that carry diseases are most active during warmer months, so the threat
of infection or infestation can be higher during this time of year. Temperatures are
expected to get warmer earlier in the year and remain warmer until later in the year
due to climate change, creating a wider activity window for pests and diseases.
Warmer temperatures may make Butte County more habitable to pest and disease
organisms, creating new threats to agriculture and forestry not previously seen in
the county. Agriculture, forests, and livestock may be harmed and weakened by
warmer temperatures and changes in precipitation such as drought, which can leave
them more susceptible to pests and diseases or inhibit their ability to fight
infestations or infections.
In places where forests are a scenic and recreation attraction—and an important
contributor to local quality of life—such as the conifer forests, ecosystem pests and
diseases can cause significant economic harm. Dead trees or tree limbs may fall,
especially during high winds, and can damage or destroy buildings and structures,
cars, and other property. Falling trees or tree limbs may block roadways and cause
injuries or even fatalities to community members and visitors. Dead trees and other
plants can also create more fuel for wildfires.

51

California Forest Pest Council. 2018. 2018 California Forest Pests Conditions.
https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fseprd617799.pdf.
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5. Human Health Hazards
Human health hazards are bacteria, viruses, parasites, and other organisms that can
cause diseases and illness in people. Some of these diseases may only cause mild
inconvenience and be isolated cases, but others are potentially life threatening and
cause epidemics or pandemics. Examples include hantavirus pulmonary syndrome,
Lyme disease, West Nile virus, and influenza, which can be debilitating or fatal for
some of the population. These diseases are carried by animals such as mice and
rats, ticks, and mosquitos, which are usually seen as pests even if they do not cause
infections.
The most recent virus to harm Butte County is SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19), which
has created a life-threatening worldwide pandemic. As of February 24, 2021,
according to the Butte County Public Health Department, Butte County has seen
10,702 cases and 160 deaths from the virus.
Similar to forestry and ecological pests and diseases, changes in temperature and
precipitation can increase the rates of infections because many of the animals that
carry diseases are more active during warmer weather. Warmer temperatures earlier
in the spring and later in the fall can cause these animals to be active for longer
periods, increasing the time for the disease to be transmitted. Warmer temperatures
and higher levels of rainfall lead to increased populations of animals such as
mosquitos, rodents, and ticks, creating a greater risk of diseases carried by these
animals.
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